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Lakers And Tigers Advance B Tournament
University To Look Back Fifty
Years During Golden Anniversary
Murray State University will.
he looking back 50 years to-iis
—*beginning in 1922 when the,
Golden
Anniversary tibir
servance opens officially , en
Charter Day March 8.
-

The location for a normal school State; James Johnson,
• ef—the
eeutive --reeterdi
in West-Ile/lucky. —
—September 24, 1923, the date Murray Chamber of Cornwhen' Murray State NOrmal Inerce;(alloway County Judge
Miller; Muir
- Sy
School opened its drS Ri 202 Robert O.
Students with Dr. John W. Carr Mayor 'Hiilmes Ellis; T. Rafe

,L_Murray will mark the first of
three key dates, in the commemoration. It was on March
8-l922, when Gov. Edwin P.
Morrow signed the legislative
act which eventually led to the
establishment of Murray State.
Other dates -prominent in the
school's founding are:
—September 17, 1922, the date
sehen the State Normal School
Commission chose Murray as

A Charter Day dinner at 6:30
p.m, in the ballroom of the
Waterfteld Student- Unien
Building • on the campus -will
climax a busy day of activity
March 8. A Frankfort program
at 10 a.m.(EST) will be held to
commemorate the signing of
highway
the bill, and a
historical marker will be unveiled on the campus at, 530
p.m. in other special events.
M.C. Garrott, director of
public relations at Muray State
and chairman of the anniversary steering committee,
said tickets for the Charter Day
dinner are "moving very well".
He stressed the necessity for
making reservations to attend
before March 7. . Tickets an
$2.50 per person for the buffettype dinner. Reservations can
be made by contacting: Public
Relations Office, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
telephone 762-V98.Members of the committee
Whin boa' tanned the -Muter
are: Dr. Tom Morgan, director,
of_ rudnAelevieion LMuay

Seen&,Heard
Argund
- Murray
We picked up the following
from the Fulton Daily Leader-.
It is entitled "It's a Long Story
and appeared recently . in
-4•"Southern Wings and the author

Consider the poor editor!
A child is born unto the wilco(
a merchant in the town. The
physician getteth
hundred pluidtii. The editor
writeth a stick and a half and
telleth the multitude that the
child tippeth the beam at nine
pounds. Yea, he lieth even as a
proud
centurion. And the
father giveth him a Duth
Masters.
Beheld, -th64.-young one
groweth up and graduateth.
And the editor putteth into his
paper a swel notice. Yea, a
peach of a notice.
He telleth of the wisdom of the
young woman and of her exceeding comeliness. Like unto
the roses of Sharon is she and
her gown is played up to beat
the band. And the dressmaker
getteth ten score and four iron
men. And the editor getteth a
note of thanks from the sweet
girl graduate.
And the daughter goeth on a
Journey.
And the editor throweth
himself on the story of the
farewell party. It runneth a
solid column and is embelished
with pictures. And the fair one
remembereth him from afar
with a picture post card that
costeth six for two bits.
Behold she returneth, and the
youth of the town fall down and
worship. She picketh one and lo,
she picketh a lemort.
But the editor calleth him one
of our promising young men and
getteth away with it. And they
send unto the editor a bid to the
wedding, and behold the bids
are fashioned in a far city where
printing comes cheaper.
Flowery and long is the
wedding notice which the editor
printeth. The minister getteth
fifty bones. The groom standeth
(Continued on Page Eight)

The Weather
Cloudy through Sunday.
Warmer today, then cohragain
tonight and Sunday. Scattered
showers developing in the west
portion early today, spreading
eastward over the state through
early tonight witl. a change to
occasional 8196,4hainly in the
north and east portions tonight
and ending Sunday. Highs today 40s to low 50s. Lows tonight
lo ìóã 3fl."Highs— *ay
'mostly 30s.
—

-

member of the 1914 Kentucky
General Assembly;
'Continued on Page Eight)

Dr. Plumb To
Speak At MSU
Harold
Professor John
modern
Plumb, profess&
British history at the Univnaity
of Cambridge, England, will be
the speaker Tuesday,.March 7,
at 8:00 p.m. in the Murray State
Nursing_ Building auditoritint.
Dr. Plumb has written
numerous historical works
concerning the social and
politicakhistory of Britain and
Europe, and has contributed
articles to such publications as
"American Heritage," "The
Review". and
Saturday
"Horizon."
Dr. Plumb will speak on the
American Revolution as seen
from the Britisti_peint of view.
Tfis appearance is stionsored
Phi Alpha Theta,national
_honorary-fxaternity-in. bi

of

Kickoff Breakfast Held
For Local Scout Drive
Christian Church where 0.8.
Boone is Scoutmaster; Explorers Richard Gee,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eldridge Gee,
'Murray, Rt. 4, and Scott
Peterson, son of Col. and Mrs.
Palmer Peterson, 1709 Johnson
Blvd. Gee is a member of Post
73 where Maj. Robert -Witten,
Sr. is post Advisor.
Others attending the meting
included: Larry Mayfield, Dr.
A. H. Kopperud, Dr. L. J.
Horton, Dr. Jim Hart, A. W.
Simmons, Jr., Max Hurt, Glen
Wilcox, E. J. Haverstock, Dr.
Ralph Woods, Forrest Priddy,
Ed Chrisman, Parvin Bishop,
Tim Daley, and G. W. Hayden,
and
Photographer Allen
Cunningham.
Forrest Priddy, Calloway
County Chairman, explained
that the Scouting Dollars serve
by providing a field staff of
three full time men, working
with 800 volunteers to bring a
year round program to some
2,500 boys and a council service
center. This center is the nerve
center, he said, " of our
organization,"
scouting
handling
maijings, calls,
records, badges, and support
miterial. Two women employees provide office and
administrative support.
Former MSU President, Dr.
The Murray State Thorobred Ralph Woods said: "America
Club, a group of interested
needs, and Scouting has proved
Murray State sports enthusiasts it can deliver, attitudes that
will hold their final meeting of preclude joining in riot, arson,
the current school year on and murder as solutions to
Monday night, March 6, at 6:00 internal problems."
in the faculty dining room
Ed Chrisman, co-chairman. of
of the Waterfield Student Union the drive, expressed his belief
..
that-fluiloway would-reach its
The final club meeting goal in the current drive. Mr.
program will include a sum- Chrisman, owner of the
mary and comments on the Chrisman Popcorn Co. of
Murray State basketball season Murray, was chairman of the
by Racer Head Coach, Cal successful 1971 Scout campaign
Luther. In addition, members in Calloway County.
will hear from spring sports
Mr. Hurt, long time business
coaches: Johnny Reagan, executive and worker for
Baseball; Bill Cornell, Trick; Scouting, also commented on
litickly Hewitt,Golf; and Bennie the necessity of an all-out effort
Purcell,Tennis. The spring to Make the drive successful.
sports coaches will comment Others present contributed
and preview their seasons for ideas and encouragement.
the club members.
The final meeting will also
RUTH CI.ASS
include election of new club
The Ruth Sunday School Cla
officers for the doming year. of the First Baptist Chtirch wJ
All club members, are urged meet at the home of Mrs. WIll
to attend this final meeting of Edd Stokes on Monday, Manch
the year on Monday evening, 67 at 7:30 p.rti. David Lwis will
March 6 in. the
Student Union BuVIlin,g at 6:00 show slides-of his recent world
p.m. .
tour.

Calloway's drive for Boy
Scout Enrollment began March
3 with a "kick-off" breakfast at
the Holiday Inn in Murray._
Dr. James Byrn, Murray
optometrist and leader of Troop
45, presided at the breakfast as
chairman of the advance gifts
of the drive;The goal-for
Calloway County is $7,300.
The opening ceremony for the
breakfast was conducted by the
following: Cub Scout Jamie
Bogard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Bogard,309 Woodlawn,a
member of Pack 57, sponsored by the Carter School of PTA, of
Which Alton Swift is Cubmaster; Boy Scouts Ken
Harmon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Harmon, 1214 Dogwood
Dr.,and Michael Skinner, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Skinner, 707
S. 3rd, both members of Troop
77 sponsored by the First

Thorobred
Club Sets
Final Meet

.
•

Will Meet Tonight
For District Title

•

By MIKE BRANDON
while Benton hit 24-48 for an
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
even 50 per,cent. Both teams
Arch-rivals Murray High and shot` 41. times from the free _
CaflowaytotthtyWifl Scluere-df throw Tne witbUen1on hitting
tonight at 7:30 p.m. for the on 24 while the Lakers meshed
championship _ of the Fourth 22. District Tournament -being
Benton placed five men in the
51
IT.
way with 19.
pp leading
Calloway County reached the Gordon, Epps, Bennett and
finals by taking an 84-72 win Caruso all fired in 12.
_toyer a suprising Benton team Benton
13 21)4 3843while Murray High slipped past Calloway
24 12 21 27-114'
South Marshall 71-68. A large
Benton( 72)—Clapp 19,
crowd of approximately 4,500 Gordon 12, Epps lZ Bennett 13,
witnessed the two contests last Caruso 12, Prince 2, Cone 3 and
night.
Hoover.
16
Thefirst game of the evening
Calloway(84)=.wari----2c-Calloway County Duncan 18, Howard lsaw the
Lakers move to a 5-0 lead and
dale 13, Shelton 6, Ferguson 2,
stretch the mark to 24-13 at the Wyatt and Waters.
end of the first quarter of acMurray High Advances
tion.
Coach Bob Toon's Murray
With the Lakers holding a
High Tigers jumped to an early
30-15 advantage over the
first quarter Mad and held a 19comparatively weak Indian
10 advantage at the end of the
team, Benton started a
frame in the second contest of
miraculous rally. The Inthe night. Toon started Porter
the
dians out pointed
McCuiston, Tyrone McCuiston
Lakers 8-1 and closed the
and Dean Willis along with
gap to eight points. Then
.11101•••
. (Continued sarTage Eight)
Clapp hit on two buckets
and the margin was
reduced to three.
The Lakers owned a 34-30 lead
the .. Indians'. Caruso
•••
straight and_uud7
cienly, and most unbelievably,
the , game was knotted at 34
--aPieee•
James Wells hit a five foot
jumper with 24 seconds left to
Twenty-eight thousand more
put the Lakers back on top 36-34, dentists will be needed by 1975
which was the score at in- to meet the dental needs of the .
termission': Greg Howard • lad People of the United fltnteklhethe Calloway - first -half -point hitu-ray Rotary Mb, ps-toici
production
with 12 while Jerry Thursday.
quicker
rebound
attempt
any
stops
the
most
beautifully
planned
DEW LASIPLANI—testking
Duncan tossed in eight. Wells
This observation came from
tauthe swiddng twomd of the ball going through the nets. Larry Henson (41) of South Marshall, and
picked up seven first half Dr. Gene Hendon, Murray
Ray Low (49)el Murray High, have this rebound taken from them at the last minute. Murray High
markers.
dentist, in speaking to the
advanced to the finals of the Fourth District tournament and assured themselves of a trip to the
Benton played what has to be Rotarians on the many changes
Regional Warm by dawning the South Marshall Rebels last night 71-68.
their best ball of the season as and new concepts experienced
Staff Photo by David Hill
the Indians poured home 11-23 in the dental profession in the
•
from the floor while the Lakers last 10 years.
• • Surmustered just 13-34.
Today there are 101,000
prisingly enough, -each team practicing dentiatiiii-ffielf.g:-;771-7had 16 rebounds in the half.
_ he said, and by 1975, the need
In the second half Mr.
will be for 137,000 if the needs of
James Wells began to play
the people are to be met. •
his kind of ball. After
Dr. Hendon, who retired last
Benton had taken a three
year from the Air Force as a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — just lige mote- than the 51 streams but we know
ost
point lead early in the
lieutenant colonel, went on to
Overriding fees of a possible needed, since the bill has an communities are not capabl
quarter, Wells hit on a three
say that prevention, greater
two per cent tax an water bills, emergency provision to put it doing it" without financial help.
point play to bring the
utiliiation of assistants, group
the House narrowly has passed into effect as soon as it is
Lakers back to a 43-43 tie.
And opposition to the bill by
practice,education , programs
a bill setting up a new agency enacted and signed by Gov. Rep. David Van Horn, D-LexThen WeI put the Lakers
and pithlic awareness hold the
to get money for communities Wendell Ford.
on top for good by hitting on
ington, brought a comment
answers to the shortage of
to build sewage treatment
Wood, Da flashy five foot-hook shot
dental -care in the future.
The five-man abatement au- from Rep. Kenneth
plants.
to Lexingfrom the right side. That
This also means over coming
thority, to be appointed by the Frankfort, referring
The measwe in question,
treatment probput the Lakers on top 45-43,
three. ., basic problems, he_
governor, also would have the ton's sewage
House Bill 338, would create a
a lead that, was never
pointed out. These he listed as:
power of eminent domain and lems.
State Pollution Abatement AuFafrom
gentleman
relingeished. •
"The
The tendency of people to think „
be able to issue revenue
would
thority which could obtain fedhas been
The Lakers moved to a nine- of oral disease as unrelated to
authority member yette obviously never
eral money to finance 70 per bonds. No
pollution point lead as the third frame general health; the fear of
any conflicting out- downstream to see the
could
have
cent of the cost of such plants
with Coach Jerry treatment, and the cost of
of Elkhorn Creek . . . (for ended
side interest.
if the state put up 10 per cent.
Conley'S n ew 'in front 57-48.
dental care.
House Majority Leader .John
Eight)
Page
(Continued on
But strong opposition was
With 6:12 remaining to be
"Don't take any chances with
of Cynthiana deSwinford
raised to the idea of allowing
played in the contest the lead your teeth", he admonished the
as being in
scribed
the
bill
the authority to levy a 2 per
was cut to six, 62-56 as Clatip Rotarians. "Have your and
important
Cent tax on water bills to fi- many ways the most
vanned a charity toss. Then your family's teeth checked
come
legislation"
to
nance the plan Friday before Piece of
Duncan hit for four points while regularly and practice a good
the House passed it on to the before'the 1972 General AssemFerguson and Wells each added prevention progratn. It's
Senate on a 56-28 vote. That was bly. .
a bucket and the score stood a 'healthier and less expensive".
It could result in $73.5 million
70-56.
Touching briefly on the in- in federal money being made
Renton managed to pull to creasing costs in the nation's
available to local communities
within seven at 79-72 in the final dental schools, Dr. Hendon
to help them meet a critical
Prans for a Variety Show to be minute but four straight points pointed out that today it costs a
need they cannot handle by
held at the Faxon School gym by Wells ended the Indians student $8,984 per year of study
themselves, he said.
as compared with $6,000 only
Swinford said 10 Kentucky were made at the meeting of the hopes for the upset.
Wells led all scorers by
seven years ago.
communities could not begin Faxon Mothers Club held on
canning 26 points. The
There are 40 dental schools in
p.m.
in
the
Wednesday
at
145
treatment
sewage
needed
outstanditig freshman
the nation, and "INe. are forThe Week of Prayer for Home plants last year because they seventh grade classroom.
center hit on 9-12 from the
tonate in having two in KenEach of the classrooms at the
issions will be observed with did not have enough credit and
eight
free
field
and
.added
tucky.." he said. These are at
part
in
school
will
have
a
the
corn'
special programs at the various altogether 195 Kentucky
throws in one of his
the University of Louisville and
munities now need such treat- variety show, according to Mrs.
Baptist Churches in Murray
strongest performances of
the University of Kentucky.
.Jerry Vance, president of the
and Calloway County during the ment facilities.
the year. Greg Howard
Approximately 3,700 graduate
who
alMothers
Club,
presided
at
states
He said' 38 other
coming week.
fired in 19 points while
dentists enter the profession
ready have set up some such the meeting.
-Expect From God, Attempt
Jerry Duncan tossed in IS.
each ,Vear.
Billy Dale Outland, principal
-For God" will be the theme of agency as provided in HR 338
Howard and Duncan were
the - national
Although
of
the
that
in
school,
announced
the programsla the week with and nine others are moving
both virtually unstoppable.
average for dentists is one per
the scripture „reading from that direction and only one has the intramural 'basketball
Johnny Stockdale also hit
2,000 people, the Kentucky
Onies of the grades will be held
Jeremiah 33:? . During this no plans at all of doing so.,
figures with 13
double
starting
at
average is one per. 2,569, rie
17,
Friday, March
As opposition rose to the tax
week the Annie Armstrong
points ia-a fine effort.
said,„with the highest one per
Easter offering for home provision, Rep. Eugene Stuart, 6.45 p.m.
In
the rebound department, 6,375 people and the lowest one
it
The
second
-grade
students.
commented
minion work will be received R-Lotlisville,
Wells grabbed 15 while Duncan per 1,240,
with the goal of the Southern would amount to only $2.80 a taught by Mrs, Mabel Redden,
and Stockdale had eight and
Introduced by .1.11. Smith. the
which
of
the
devotional
part
bill,
the
gave
water
year
on
a
$20
he
to
Baptist convention
seven respectively. The Lakers program chairman for for the
he said would be an unusually program.
$6,000,000.
Mrs. Randal Underhill, grabbed 49 caroms while day, Dr. Hendon is a native of
Rev. Earl Warford, ild large water bill.
the
secretary,
read the minutes, Beriton had 36. Renton had the Murray and Is the son of Carnie
of
passage
Stuart
Associational
urged
River
dubious distinction of Wiftrring Hendon, treasurer 44'the Rotary
miisionary, has announced that bill becanse of the great need. and Mrs. Gary Wicker,'
the foul battle by committing 26 Club.
Bob Wayne Brackney, home adding that "two years from treasurer, gave her report.
personals while the Lakers
Guests at the meeting inwill
be
held
meeting
late,"
The
next
too
rfiissi9tIfArY, Will be speaking in now probably will be
- -44,---6194e447---Herp
5 were whistled for 22.
on Wednes&
Aprsil 5 at 1:4.
Rep. Willi Moremen,
various .Churchet throughout
o a).
ounty finished the svilte: John Cr(mieans,,'
a t ir school. Officers for
evening by connecting on 31-7 mingharn,.-Ala , and S.V.. Foy,
published on Friday in the leagues that "we demand that the 1972-73 school year will be
he floor for a .415 mark Murray.
•
everyone stop polluting our elected.
Lodger & Times.
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More Dentists
Needed By '75,
Rotarians Told

•

House Bill Might Allow Tax
To Be Imposed On Water Bills

Week Of Prayer To
Be Observed Here
During This Week

Variety Show
Planned At
Faxon School
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Dear- Editor:
Legislation of an important
nature is now stalled In the
Senate Judiciary Committee of
the Kentucky Senate. This
legislation is S8176 and constitutes reform, of a significant
present
nature, in our
automobile reparations system.
This legislation is more commonly being referred to as "NoFault" automobile insurance.
To properly get a clear widerstanding of the "No-Fault"
concept one must have a fairly
vague idea of our present
"Fault" (tort)system which
has been with us since
automobile insurance appeared
on the scene following the invention of the automobile.
Under our present automobile
system, if one
reparations
incurs injury in an automobile
accident, it is necessary that
that person prove or show fault
on the part of the other party
involved in that accident in
order to recover payment or
evident and then the matter of
proving fault becomes costly
aria:PrueZMUMing:trVerr after
waiting for periods as long as
two years or more, fault may
then not be proven and then one
recovers nothing. Examples of
this can be found in our local
court.
Statistics compiled by the
Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C., show that

W P Williams, President (1941 1963)
James C Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheen, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers
National Representatives. Wallace Witmer Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Stephenson Bldg.,
Memphis, Tn , Time & Life Bldg , New York, N V
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray 5.35 per week, S1.52 per
month, 518.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
57 50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles Of Murray, $1500
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray,$18.00 per year. All mail
.subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
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is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Nixon's Peace Effort
Will Get Results
President Nixon has come under fire from certain
_quarters and has received praise from others for
making his trip to Communist China Quite naturally
the Nationalist China government on Taiwan looked
- with disfavor on any contact betweenitheir enemies
_mainland__and_the_LInited_States, And un--tierstandably- scc—The Communist goVernment—of
Soviet Russia doesn't like it, and neither do the
Japanese, both of whom fear that the visit may
result in some sort of an alliance between the Red
Chinese and America.
The President agreed to withdraw the 9,000
American troops from Taiwan when it becomes
evident that tensions between the two Chinese
governments have eased and there is no danger of
invasion from the mainland. He didn't say when that
could be accomplished, but announced further on
Wednesday that he plans to pull all but 2,000 U.S.
troops out of Taiwan once the Vietnam war is settled. He did not say he was deserting our friends o on
Taiwan, and since most of the military support we
would give theNationalists in an emergency would
be with ships and planes, we see no need for a large
force of American soldiers to remain on the island.
The situation on Taiwan has already changed vastly
from what it was a decade ago. It is not the powder
keg it was then and is thus relatively safe from invasion.
forces
As a matter of fact, we see no need for large
soil
foreign
any
on
kept
be
to
soldiers
American
ot
unless it is absolutely necessary to protect American
lives and property. And this is the reason that we
support President Nixon and his foreign policy. We
believe most Americans are tired of American
entanglement in foreign places-entanglements that
claim American lives, or that maim American boys
and cause them to be imprisoned.
Whatever Nixon's critics may say, they cannot
deny the fact that American troops have been
coming home for good from Vietnam since he has
been President. Only this week the U.S. Command
in Saigon announced it is sending home 4,940 more
American servicemen, the second largest troop
withdrawal since de-escalation of the Vietnam war
began in 1969. There were more than 500,000
3: American servicemen in Vietnam when Nixon
became President and now there are around 150,00,)
;or less and the number is steadily dwindling. You
just can't find fault with that kind of success.
President Nixon said he made no secret deals with
Red Chinese leaders during his conferences with
them last week. And we take him at his word. The
- President gave his opponents and critics a lot of
ammunition by going to Peking. and they have all
made hay of it by.calling him every kind of name.
They will do it again when he makes his trip to
Moscow, in May.
But it doesn't really matter what present writers
-;! may think., their opinions are only their own, after
all...just as this editorial is merely one man's
opinion. What really matters is how future
historians will record the results of these unprecedented visits to foreign and unfriendly capitals
of the world by the leader of the most powerful and
influential nation on the globe... visits that are being
made in the spirit of peace and good will among
men.
President Nixon may fail miserably in what he is
trying to accomplish. But we glory in his spunk, his
courage and spirit in giving the effort everything
he's got.

Ten Years Ago Today

SENSING
THE NEWS

IMO=•MISS FM

By Anthony Harrigan
EXICUThet MI PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

MAO'S TRIUMPH
NASHVILLE,Tenn.—President Nixon's announcement that he
intends to withdraw U.S. forces from Taiwan provided a shocking
finale to his visit to Peking. It confirmed the fears of those
Americans who believed that the journey to the capital of Asian
communism would result in a severe setback for the cause of
freedom.
Communist China's rulers must be rejoicing at their success in
handling Mr. Nixon. In getting a promise of - American withdrawal from Taiwan, Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai gained more
than they could have hoped for when the meetings were agreed
upon. Persuading the U.S. to abandorione of its forward bastions
in Asia—the island that is the symbol'Of resistance to and refuge
from communism in the Orient—has been a key objective of
Mao's foreign policy since the Red seizure of the mainland in the
late 1940's.
In yielding on the Taiwan issue, Mr. Nixon has made a
humiliating and dangerous concession to the communist rulers of
mainland China. He has announced to the world that, despite the
1954 Mutual Defense Treaty, he is abandoning the cause of the
free Chinese.
U.S. Rep. John Ashbrook R-Ohio) spoke for many Americans
after the withdrawal disclosure when he said he was "shocked
and dismayed at President Nixon's decision to'accept Communist
China's central demand of the past 22 years—unilateral withdrawal of all U.S. forces from the Republic of China or Taiwan."
The shock wasn't limited to conservatives who formerly supported Mr. Nixon. George W. Ball, Under-secretary of State in the
Johnson administration, registered equal shock, saying: "From
the point of view of Peking, they gained a great deal, not only in
the explicit statement of a United States policy toward Taiwan,
but, also in the general posture of the President of the United
States coming to a country that the United States has no
dip'Nnatic relations with."
Americans with a sense of history are bound to compare Mr.
Nixon's virtual scuttling of Taiwan with President Roosevelt's
disastrous visit to Yalta where, in negotiations with Dictator
Stalin, Mr. Roosevelt sold out Poland, the Baltic states and other
countries of East Europe. Mr. Nixon's promise of an American
withdrawal from Taiwan—the chief product of the negotiations he
and Dr. Henry Kissinger conducted with Mao Tse-tung and Chou
En-lai—has to be seen in the perspective of the Yalta concession.
Theis promise could result in Taiwan being added to the list of
captive nations. The promise will strike many Americans as
immoral,in the light of America's historic dedication to freedom.
Mr. Nixon's yielding to the Red Chinese rulers militant
diplomacy can only spell grave trouble for the American people in
future. The masters of Communist China undoubtedly will be
confirmed in their belief that the United States is a paper tiger.
Mr. Nixon maTtelieve that the political concession made to
Red China will promote peace in the world. But a similar concession at Yalta did not cause the Soviet Union to mellow. That's
not the way communists think or react.
One clitinguished American who has spent years in the Orient
and who has a clear vision of Red China's strategy is Lt. Gen.
Victor Krulak, former Marine commander in the Pacific during
much of the Vietnam War. Gen. Krulak is now a vice president of
the Copley Press and an adviser to the newly formed—and badly
A man is not justified by works of the law, but by faith in Jesus
needed—Committee For A Free China ( 1735 DeSales St., NW,
r
Christ.--Galatians 2:16.
Washington, D.C. 20036. In a brilliant speech Feb. 14, he made
The central fact in our relation to God is that our standing does
this analysis of the current Red Chinese diplomatic maneuvers'
not depend on what we can do for God but on what He has done for
"They (the Chinese CommuniSts) fear the United States of
us.
America not at all—not in any sense. To the contrary, Chou En-lai
and his cohorts see in us a tool which they can use as a counterpoise against the Russians and the Japanese. And that is the
basis for the current program of smiles in our direction. They
want a relationship with us that will present Russia with serious
by Carl ttiblet Jr.
military apprehensions. They want to get us out of the Far East
The White House keeps spreading its territory. and simplify their own security problems, in order that they can
There is White House Biscayne Bay; White House turn their attention to Russia. They want, most of all, our help in
West and, of course, the Pennsylvania Avenue place industrializing their country.
"They have abundant manpower, they have some resources,
that absorbs acreage and buildings all around
Number 1600 for a quarter of a mile or more, which but, to be a world power, they need a complete system of heavy
and they need mountains of agricultural machinery.
is to say that should you get a letter on White House industry
are their only hope. They have nothing to trade to Japan or
dictated
was
stationery the chances are even that it
Germany for heavy machinerc. The Russians will not sell it to
and signed by an official who can't .even see the them. But Uncle Sam, ----good old Uncle Sam—may just do it, on
place when he looks out the window, and, in all credit.
"All put together, the combined story promises little good for
probabilitz,- can't get tpe Oval Room on the phone
the United States of America because real friendship with us does
'The PresiJent has paid dear for
not fit anywhere in the Pattern of the corm t Chinese leadership,
—These-are the realities that President Nixon ignored in abanhis White House. lt,__has cost him all
doning the free Chinese on Taiwan and giving Mao Tse-tung his
his peace."
ultimate political triumph
W. Emerson.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!
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College High School rated first in debate among
twelve schools participating in a Speech meet at
Hopkinsville. Debaters are Ed Frank Jeffrey,
David Hull, Roland Case, Nore Winter, Vernon
Gantt, Johnny Winter, Don Oliver, and:, Danny
Kemp.
Mrs, J.B. Wilson of Murray was installed as
president of the WSCS of the Paris District of the
Methodist Church at the meeting held at Fulton.
Murray High beat Calloway High 49 to 44 in the
finals of the Fourth District Tournament.
Dr. James McNeill (Mac) Winchester was
honored recently by people of Clayton, N.M., for his
50 years service to that area as a physician. He is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. William Alexander
Winchester of tbe New Concord community.

2.0 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIN= 1111

The annual Red Cross "Kickoff" dinner was held
at the Woman's Club House. Buford Hurt is Red
Cross fund chairman.
Brewers beat Murray Training 65 to 59 and
Kirksey beat Hazel 62 to 27 in the opening games of
the Fourth District Basketball Tournament here.
A movie of a Model TVA School was shown at the
meeting of the Hazel PTA. Carmon Parks is
president.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Elvin Scott on February 27, twin girls to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne King on February 27, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs Hafford Carroll on March 3.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LII:D011at•MECO FELE

Rep. Nobel J. Gregory wrote a special letter to the
Ledger & Times reporting that a $30,000,000
munitions plant would be constructed in McCracken
County this year.
The allotment of passenger and truck tires given
the Rationing Board of this county by the federal
government for March is so small that it is not
possible to issue certificates for any except on
preferred list, according to Elmus Beale, chairman
of the board.
Deaths reported are Chester Morris, age 44, W.D.
(Billie) Tucker, age 76, Mrs. Mollie Ross, age 78,
Thadeous Dunnaway, and Mrs. C.C. Yarbrough.
W.M. Ray, Hal K. Kingins, and Noble McDougal
have joined the Marines.
Mrs. Ronald Churchill has successfully passed the
eximiniation given in December by the state board
of embalmers and funeral directors and is now a
qualified funeral director.
Grapefruit is advertised at ten for 29 cents in the
Kroger ad.

"No-Fault" would tend to
less than half of all injured condone and encourage the
victims of an automobile acirresponsible, the careless, the
cident receive payment for drunk or drugged river. I ask,
their medical expenses and
does our present fault system
wage loss. Those with minor not do
this? Just look at the
recover
injuries--$500 or less
number
of uninsured drivers on
some 4.5 times their economic the highways today. Under our
loss
economic
loss, those with
present "fault"system,is it not
between $500 and $1000 recover the victim of the irresponsible,
about 2.6 times their loss and the drunk or the careless driver
those with,wery serious injuries that suffers? Under "Nofail to recover all their loss. In Fault", the victim of this group
other words our present would look to their own comautomobile- liability insturance pany
for reimbursement of
system is inequitable.
economic loss rather than
would
enacted,
SB176 if
remain uncompensated which
constitute the most meaningful
is the result in many cases.
enacted
legislation
-Fault"
"No
SB176 also provides for a
bill
thi§
todate in the U.S. Under
one's own insurance company reduction of 10 percent in
_wjp.ulij pay all reasonable,e*- Autorribhile Lialigity_ Insurance
penses necessarily incurred for -rates upon enactment of the bill.
all medical costs for each Note that this reduction does not
member of the insured's apply to Automobile Cornhousehold incurred as a rsult of prehen:sive and Collision rates.
an automobile accident. One's_ I personally do not feel that
own insurance company 'maid -costs of 'No-Fault" should be
pay for all lost wages and played up to the detriment of
earning power up to $1000 per the other more important admonth or 85 percent of one's vantages. However, I do feel
earnings, whicsver is less. This that wider a "No-Fault" system
-wouldhe.pajit for as long as 36 "tk!at restralthrighttri-sue for
months-. Payment for funeral small, insignificant amounts,
and burial expenses up to 81000 the potential to reduce or, at
would be paid by one's own least, stabilize insurance costs
company. All these- would be is greater than under our
paid promptly and without present tort (fault) system.
Time is -of importance in this
regard to fault.
for "Pain matter. The states have the
One's right GS
and Suffering" would be opportunity to take the
restricted to those injuries initiative in the area of imresulting in death, loss of an eye portance. The federal govern--or :member of the body, ment is watching, the action
disfigurement that is per- taken by the individual states
and and unless the states enact
severe
manent,
irreparable and in case of meaningful reform in this area,
perment and total disability or the federal government will
significant permanent and take another step in a series of
partial disability with total steps that' state governments
, disability of 6 months or more. and private enterprise have
This bill would require every encouraged by inaction.
I would encourage any citizen
automobile owner to carry
automobile insurance. The interested and concerned over
percentage of uninsured drivers this important "No-Fault"
in Kentucky runs anywhere legislation to contact or write
from 25 percent to 33 percent. Senator Joe Stacy, ComThis group would be rquired, if monwealth of Kentucky Senate,
they registered a motor vehicle expressing your support of SB
in this tate, to procure in- 176.
Sincerely,
surance. The argument has
Bob Billington
been made by one group tat

Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
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"Kotch" is a touching ,.comedy-drama
about loneliness, old age and the need to
be needed.
Jack Lemmon directs.
He takes his talent
"behind" the camera
for the first time
to add a new,
fresh dimension to
his brilliant career.
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One minister or two
for this wedding?

DEAR AHBY: My thanks to you for your open-minded
response to "Disgusted with You"—the zealot writer who
condemned you for sanctioning the right of free belief.
I once read that more blood has been shed in defense of
the Bible than in defense of any other singular instrument
of "peace." I become more convinced'daily that k is true.
As the daughter of an Episcopal bishop, and as one who
is more and more dismayed daily by the cruelty and criticism that so many "Christians" level upon one another, I
look to you and those like you for the courage and encouragement T need to become as giving, loving and sympathetic as lie,,who founded Christianity was.
The ultimate goal is beyond my grasp, but you, and
other sincere Christians make it all seem worth striving for.
Please print this. You are certainly due one credit for
every criticism. In admiration,
ELIZABETH HARGRAVE BROWN
SATELLITE BEACH, FLA.
DEAR ABBY. Somebody handed me a gift, and I said,
"Thank you very much." I was later criticized because I
didn't go home and write that person a thank-you note.
Abby, I am a 62-year-old lady and this is the first time I
ever heard that you are supposed to send a written thank
you for a presentisomebody hands you in person. I said
"Thank you" when got it. Wasn't that enough?
LOTS TO LEARN
/
DEAR LOTS: Even after verbal thanks are expressed.
It's considered an especially gracious gesture to send a
written note of thanks, but it's net absolutely necessary.
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Faith Doran Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. J. T. Sammons

The home of Mrs.- J.T.
Sanunons was the scene of the
ib By Abigail
February meeting of the Faith
Doran Circle of the Women's
Society of Christian Service of
the First United Methodist
Church. Mrs. Helen Lassiter
was cohostess.
Miss Meadow Hue, chairman, opened the meeting by
reading a poem, "Our Task",
and gave a brief resume of the
general, meeting. She appealed
DEAR ABBY: First a young college couple wrote sayto the Members to contribute to
they
clergyman
in
their
little
ing
had become fond of the
the Clothing Bank at the
college town church. They said they wanted him to marry
Douglas Center.
them in the bride's hometown church, but her parents felt it
It was announced that WS.
would be a slap-in the face to thelethetown minister.
Harlan Hodges will be 'the
_You said, "It's your-wedding and-you should---have-the- speaker at the next general
right to do it your way."
meeting.
A minister wrote in and said, "It appears that you are
Mrs. Mattie Parker gave the
telling the girl to ignore her hometown pastor and have
devotion
reading
from
another man come into his church to perform the service.
Ephesians 4:1-16 and closed
This is just not done."
with prayer.
Then you hacked off suggesting a compromise: "Have
In the absence of the program
Bop ministers, and let them share the service." chairman, Mrs.
Vernon
Sorry, Abby, but you should have stuck to your guns.
Roberts,
Mrs.
Jack
Wilcox
The church is a house of God, and not the___WraalJk_0(_11program-on-the-theme,-{-twaitso-sehooled in disperning-flochrwilt thatie-has co
pletely forgotten his mortal place, and has become to be- "Wait Still Upon God". Mrs.
Homer Lancaster, Mrs. Helen,
lieve that he is God.
If a minister has to put an embargo on the use of a Lassiter, Mrs. F.E. Crawford,
Mrs. Aaron 'Chapman, Mrs.
church building-in Order to get people into it, then surely
R.A. Johnston, Mrs. Leonard
God does not dwell there.
Vaughn, and Mrs. A.L. Rhodes
He should be thankful the bride wants to get married in
a church when today so many marriage ceremonies are all took part in the discussions
stressing the still and quiet part
being performed in national parks, secluded canyons and
of spiritual life, opening up to
L. W.
elsewhere.
love,giving of ourselve,s and our
DEAR L. W.: And some don't want marriage memo- means,and giving our hearts to
Dies period'. Thanks for writing.
God and fellowmen.
The Prayer and Self Denial
DEAR ABBY: This concerns the man who enjoys dress- envelopes were collected and
ing like a woman occasionally. He said his wife "under- Mrs. Bun Swann read an article
stool" and had no objections—in fact, they often went to recognizing the gifts and closed
dinner and theater as two "women."
with prayer of thanks.
Your comment, "Doesn't it create a problem when you
Mrs. Sammons and Mrs.
have to use the powder room," deserves an answer from Lassiter, assisted by Mrs.
'one wife knows.
Vaughn and Mrs. Parker,
I am also a man [biologically) who enjoys passing as a served refreshments to the
woman occasionally. [We are called "transvestites.") Any thirteen members present.
man who can pass for a woman in public can surely pass
The next meeting will be held
for a woman in the powder room. And since all the ladies' at the home of Mrs. Vernon
rooms I have ever been in hae private booths with doors, Roberts with Miss Meadow
there is no problem.
Huie as cohostess„,-.
It doesn't seem to bother anyone that airplanes have
only one\-bathroom for both men and women, so what is all
ANOTHER TRANSVESTITE
the fuss about?
DEAR TRANS: It's true. if a man goes undetected in a
ladles' room, there Is no problem since what a women
doesn't know can't hurt her. But the "fuss" could be that
ladies' rooms are for biological women only. And even the
It's not against the law in some places for ,a man to masquerade as a woman, be had better not be caught in the
ladies' room.

fcq:Ez,
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Saturday, March 4
A dessert and card party will
be held for members of the Oaks
Country Club at 7:30 p.m.
Members are urged to come
and bring a dessert. For information call Mr. and Mrs.
A.R. Hatcher 753-9517, Mr. and
Mrs. J.P. Parker 753-2923, or
Mr. and Mrs. David Thompson
753-5036.
A gospel singing will be held
at the Owen's Chapel Baptist
Church at seven p.m.

Almo PTA will meet in the
school lunchroom at 1:30 p.m.
Licensed practical nurses will
have their regular monthly
meeting Monday, March 6, at
seven,pin. It will be held in the
conference room of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
-Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet 7:30 p.m.
in the home of Mrs. H.L.
Oakley.

The executive board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
276
F.
No.
Temple Hill Lodge
& A.M. will meet at seven p.m. have its luncheon meeting at
11:30 a.m.
Sunday, March 5
The Olga Hampton Baptist
Bishop H. E. Finer, Jr., will Women of the Sinking Spring
be leader at the dedication Baptist Church is scheduled to
service for the Brooks Chapel meet at seven p.m.
United Methodist Church atl:30
p.m.
United
Coldwater
The
The Baptist women of Sinking Meth:Mist Church WSCS will
Spring Baptist Church will meet meet at the church at seven
at 7:00 p.m. for the Week of p.m.
Prayer. The speaker will be
from the Home Missions Board.
The Baptist Women of the
During the Week of Prayer the Hazel Baptist Church will meet
..SinkintSPring.Church wilLhave_ sante church armee at F.30 p.m.
meetings on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
Monday,'March 6
The executive board of the meet at the church at 1:30 p.m.

Mrs. Ruth Weston Presents Program_
At Circle I Meet

Mrs. Ruth Weston presented
the progransuir the February
meeting of Circle I of the
Women's Socity of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church held at the
social hall.
"Open Up Your Life" was the
subject of the program given for
the observance of "A Call to
Prayer and Self Denial". Her
scripture reading was from
Ephesians,. Acts, John, Isaiah,
and Psalms. An offering was
taken following the program.
Mrs. Connie
Ford, circle
chairman, presided and opened
the meeting with prayer. Mrs.
Robert Smith, secretary, read
the minutes and called the roll.
A report of the general
meeting held at the church was
given by Mrs. Ford who also
announced about the Mission
Interpretation meeting at
Trinity Church,Paris, t'enn., on
March 9, and of the World Day
of Prayer program on March 3.
The treasurer, Mrs. Carl
Rowland, and Mrs. Aubrey
Farmer, sunshine chairman, g
gave their reports. Mrs. Rachel
Vance was a new member.
During the social hour the
hostesses, Mrs.Hallet Dunn and
Mrs. Julius Sharpe,' served
refreshments to the eighteen
members present.
Mrs. Keys Keel will be program
leader.
The [Abe Moon Group of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Murray Turner at eight p.m.
Tuesday, March 7
The Phebian Sunday School
class, of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Brent Outland, at 7:30
p.m.

Your Individual Horoscope
Framed Drake

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 6, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
A time for reviewing reports,
data and methods used tn your
employment. You can work
very efficiently — and
prptitably — if you prepare
carefully.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Especially favored now:
Success is handling the affairs
of others, personal interests,
travel. --You can accompalVa
great deal under this day's
influences,
(May 22 to June 21) aa
Keep all things in line, but
:avoid arttiety or worrisome
anticipation of trouble. For the
record, you can,• with a bit of
VINO

Ce.
APel
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0
0
Exercise your capacities to
keep the good things going; to
preserve order and maintain ahigh degree of attainment.
Straightforward action will
command respect
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/2
Watch for indications that you
or those connected with you are
tiring, overtaxed, lacking
_something
necessary
to
creditable accomplishment. Do
your best to counteract.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 tp Sept. 23)
Good planning, acquainting
yourself with new trends and
learning how to facilitate
matters generally will keep
activities in line — and you at
the top of the heap.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 233 --Clzr
While you usually spend
sensibly, you COULD be extravagant on a day like this. No
matter haw attractive some
unusual offerings, don't yield to
the temptation.
St.:ORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22( rn./
You may now expect a

Wadesboro Club Has,
Meeting At Home Of
Mrs. Max Hurt
Palmer,
David
Mrs.
president, presided at the
meeting of the Wadesbero
Homemakers Club held
Wednesday,_ February_ _15, al.
ten-thirty o'clock in the morning at the home of Mrs. Mix
Hurt, who gave the devotion.
The main lesson on "Sewing
On Special Fabrics" was
presented by Mrs. Max Hurt
These fabrics include leather
and fake furs.
Mrs. Wayne Hardie taught
the members and guests the
lesson on "Tole' Painting".
A potluck luncheon was
served at the noon hour.
Other members present iiere
Mesdames.
,, Hume McDaniel,
Gusto Conner, Jim Washer,
Baron Palmer, Ernest Futrell,
Lowell Palmer, Clete Young,
Clarence Culver, Dennis Cobb,
Gary Key, and Clinton BurChett.
Maxine
Mrs.
Frankhouser was a visitor.
The club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Wayne Hardie on
Wednesday, March 15, at one
with
lesson
on
p.m.
"Decoupage" to be taught by
Mrs. Gary Key.

Eversmeyer Home Is
Scene, Club Meet

Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
opened her home on North 19th
February
Street for the
meeting of the Nature's Palette
Garden Club.
The Annie Armstrong Group
Special floral arrangements
of the First Baptist Church will
ed and made by Mrs Lvmeet at the home of Mrs.
ersmeyer at the meeting
Vernon Nance at 7:30 p.m.
New officers elected. for the
next two yor term were Mrs
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
011ie Brown, president, Mrs ha
the First Presbyterian Church
Douglas, vice-president, Mrs.
will meet at the home of Miss
Lennis Fisk, secretary. and
Lola Dowdy at 1:45 p.m.
Mrs. 1,11. Key, treasurer
The club voted to change 11 Murray Assembly No. 19
meeting date from the third
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Wednesday to the first Wed-,
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
nesday of each month.
seven p.m.
Mrs. Eversmeyer. and her
daughter.
Elaine, served
the
The Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's. Club will refreshments to Mesdame,
e ro -Tla Douglas, S.I
meet arthe club house. at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Harold Horn, I.H. Key, R.Q. Koh*
Burrmin
Miller,
hurt, Ron Christopher, Howard Kenton
Giles, Norris Gotrell; and Parker, Charlie Stubblei
Robert McCoart as hostesses. and Cletus Robinson.

.'different- approach from
others: also a real surprise.
Work consistently on endeavors
which bring big dividends. Your
prestige increases.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec, 21) )0r
Fine Jupiter influences now
give you the incentive to further
all your. objectives..Pull down
undesirable barriers; recognize
blocks. Then,
forward
('APR
CAPRICORN
22:rnanagement
00
o Jan. 20)
A top performance needs-onlyYOUrg

aia

power, ,Don't waste time on
nonessentials and don't unfdteTriensgr
. at ininbr
'
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ""fAllii
Stellar influences stimulate
your - artistry now; especially
encourage those in the writing,
Wnt

-Miss- Maude -Nam Presents?PAT= At
UDC Chapter Meeting At The Smock Home

-Mrs;tSifiotherman
Gives Program" At
Chapter Meeting

14,.....UMW.Os

J1

tertainment fields. Romance
also favored.
PISCES
eb. 20 to Mar. 20) _)(."-A.
Impulsiveness must be
avoided now. Also, ternperamentalism and going to
extremes. In usual routine, you
should do well, especially if you
maintain a flexible attitude.
YOU BORN TODAY usually
enjoy things tonnected with the
sea, travel by ships, the study of
oceanography. All extraordinary things intrigue the
Piscean. Your Neptune endows
,.•u with inspiration and
foresight. The Piscean is sentlive and will often learn more
finding his way" through an
assignment, once he shows a
feeling for the subject Pressure
illS discourage him. You are
isionary,
romantic,
philosophical. Many poets,
,-,urilorists and essayists have
)(2eri born under Pisces. Birthdale of: Michelangelo, famed
Ital.
painter, • sculptor;
Elizabeth Barrett Browning,"
Ring Lardner, humorist,
•
'OUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
=OR 1972
incluclino a detailed day
s, day forecast cornplete guide to
o=e and rnarinage, and a corn
crehens,ve i- hafacter analysia
is
For wOur personal
new a9a,iatile
luitcast send SI DO plus 25 cents in
con lor postage and •haneflie. to this
i•Fmrspaper. care- of 1-10r0sC0pe &Oak
C,••partrnent Bo. 171, Old Chelsea
St ',0*. New 'fork. N.Y 10011 Print
NAME ADDRESS with ZIP. WO
DATE OF BIRTH

The Gamma Ganuna Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met on
Tuesday,February 72, at seventhicty o',clock in the evening at
the Mutual of Omaha building,
compliments of Jerry Bolls, for
the first open meeting of the
Spring Rush With eight guests
attending.
Mrs. Willard Ails, president,
welcomed each one attending
and the program followed with
Mrs1 Gary Smotherman in
charge. Her subject wis
"Artists' Landscapping" and
began with examples of this
particular art. Also"
- The Grand
_Canyon Suitetsy--Crafe was
played for the enjoyment of the
group and also for their vived
imagination.
Each member and guest was
given paper and pencil so that
each might draw just what they
saw revealed in their minds as
the music was playing.
ing ,.the business session
'SS` mversr-mrridati,--s&-vm
chairman, announced that $267
had been collected for the heart
fund at. the MSU ball game on
February 19. The social committee announced that a potluck
supper for 'prospective pledges
was planned for February 29.
Two thank" you notes were
read from chapter sisters, Mrs.
Larry Overbey and Mrs.
Kenneth Thomas. The closing
ritual was repeated along with
the Mizpah to bring a conclusion
to the evening. _
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Barbara Fleming, hostess.
Attending were, Mesdames
Willard Ails, Jerry Duncan,
John Paul, Fleming, Robert
Hopkins, John Paul Nesbitt,
Jimmy Nix, Larry Overbey,
Parkin,
Gary
Wallace
Smotherman, Ed Thomas,
Kenneth Thomas, Dan Wall,
Johnny Bohannon, Jerry Bolls,
Pearly McClure, Bill Overbey,
and Misses Frances Armstrong,
Beverly Herndon, and Rita
Farris.
Menu Please!
Last year Americans ate
191 million meals and snicks
away from home every day!,
By meals it broke down this
way—iunch,S7s4 million: dinner 40t. million: breakfast
"only" 201/2 million and
snacks, 42 million.

The J.N. Williams Chapter..01
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy met on Wednesday, February 16, at the
lovely home, of Mrs. Hunt
Smock. A lovely coffee was
served to the fourteen members end one guests, Mrs.
Frank Albert Stubblefield.
- After The salute to the flags
and opening.- prayer,- -- the secretary, Miss Maude Nance,
called the roll and read the
minutes.,'he treasurer, Mrs.
W.Z. Carter, reported on the
finances.
Vaughn,
Mrs. Leonard
chapter president,
read
correspondence from —state
-officers and showed -the-new
Kentucky state flag which the
chapter presented to the
Murray-Middle Schoel. -The
chapter has resolved to place a
flag in all the County Schools in
a measure to arouse interest in
the state's long end _honorable_
history.
___,a4ertificetarat
was • presented to one new
member,
Mrs.
Douglas
Shoemaker. The
registrar,
Mrs. Henry Fillet, announced
that several other prospective
members have their papers
ready,
Mrs. Vaughn asked that
members watch the papers for
the announcement of the dates
.for the awarding of the ROTC
medal by the chapter, of the
state meeting of the UDC to be
held in Lexington, and the
general meeting at Richmond.
It is hoped that some of the
members will attend.
Mrs. Elliot toed of a fine
picture of Robert E. Lee which
Mrs. Holton gave the chapter'
some years ago. It was voted to
present this to the MurrayCalloway County Library.
Miss Maude Nance, speaker
for the day, gave a talk on
"Reconstruction"
quoting
President Wilson's description
of reconstruction as 'A carnival
of crime set in the "forms of
law". Many incidents were,
aeSeribeer and the system of
carpetbag and federal military
rules in which they would levy
impossible high taxes on the
Confederate landowner/and
then but it cheaply. MisS Nance
said that one fifth of the land in
the state of Mississippi was sold
for taxes during the recon-

oction year, and that most
other southern states tax sales
ran almost as high.
At the conclusion of the
meeting, Mrs. Smock played a
record of General Lee's
farewell address to his troops,
and showed the Confederate
flag which was flown above the
Merrimac during the famous
-sea-battle between- the Monitorand the Merrimac.
The graciousness, of the
the many
hostess, and
momentoes of the south in the
Smock home made this a most
memorable meeting.
pie next meeting will be_hold,
on Wednesday, March h15 at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Wesley Waldrop.
•

Penny Homemakers
Club Hears Lessons
B Mrs. H n
The Penny Homemakers Club
held its regular meeting on
Monday, February 21, at ten
o'clock in the morning at the
Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Perry Hendon presented
the lessons on "Guarantees and
Warranties", "Decorations of
Paintings and F‘urniture", and
"Sewing With Furs and
Leathers".
The devotion with scripture
reading from Proverbs 3:13-18
followed by prayer was given by
Mrs. Delia Graham.
Mrs. Graham Feltner, vice
president, presided in the absense of the' president, Mrs.
Grace Covey. Mrs. Ruby
Harrell, secretary, called the
rolled with members answering
with their birth month, birthstone, and zodiac sign.
The lessons for the coming
year were discussed by Mrs.
Ernest Madrey who also read a
poem, "This Is Your Day".
.' Lunch was served at the noon
hour.
Members present were
Mesdames Perry Hendon,
Graham Feltner, Ruby Harrell,
Delia Graham, Vernon Moody,
Ernest Madrey, Brent Butterworth, J. C. Kemp, Thomas
James, and Alton Cole.
Mrs. J. C. Kemp will be
hostess for the March 20th
meeting.

DRY CLEANING

SPECIA1
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, March 7-8-9
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Shirts
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FOLDED or HANGER
Starch Not Extra
— NO LIMIT —

ONE OHM

CLEANERS

ALL WORK DONE ON PREMISES!
,
Quality of our work is guaranteed to your satisfaction.
v nient Drive-in Window Service

lui One HOUR DRY
cLeaneRs
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Central Shopping
Center__ ,

Phone 753-9084
OPEN 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
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139whunters Should
Practice All Year
IKE NELSON
Most bowhunters are seldom
ready for the fall deer season
even though It Is an everpresent
thought during the summer and
early fall. It is a fact that all
their equipment will be in fine
shape, and they will definitely
be in the spiritfor the hunt, but
most bowhunters practice only
a Couple of weeks before season.
This sort of late minute
"cramming" does- help but it
does not get the hunter
physically or psychologically
prepared for the season.
One Qt _the best was 10
overcome this handicap is- to
• ot all year; keep yourself
and your bow. limbered up.
During the spring and
summer the bowhunter can put
in many hours of practice on
foxes, groundhogs, and rough
fish. This sharpens his shooting,
stalking skill, and generally
Kathy
Croswell,
wick,
Rawly
Williams,
Robert
Hunt,
Amanda
The "Clean Teens" gather around the campfire at Camp
keeps the bowhunter in shape.
Marian _N_Cags_Ansiti_liatwortti. Rae
11111‘ LaWrel
es.-4111MthAaffLa_catimi-Otte at the animals that-the_
rrison,
out recently. The "Clean Teens", an environmental group, are, - Robiaeon, KrIsti-Ee*hi, Karen ara;--1iy
bowhunter can keep in shape on
Gary Potts.
from left to right, Debbie Crick, Randy Redden; Danny ChadStaff Photo by Jerry Allen
is the gray hit. Foxes,,grays
only, can be hunted year round,
except - for a short period in
. November. These sly creatures
are just as elusive as the deer if
not more so. The gray fox tends
There must be a Coast Guard to move in the early morning
approved personal flotation and late afternoon hours much
By JACK WOLISTOP4device for each person on board the same as deer. It is during
these times that the -bowhunter
any boat.
NEW YORK (UPI) — A
Latest statistics show that 2-3 will have the best success.
new automatic pilot system for
,Calloway County parents can school and everyday life for a
These animals respond well to
of boating accident fatalities
be proud of their children,
camp-out at Camp Energy in sailboats—the first guided by
result from capsizings or falls a predator call but the hunter
especially the ...parents of the Land Between the Lakes. either relative wind bearing or
a compass course—was inCalloway's "Clean Teens".
During their outing they had an troduced at the recent overboard; cause of death, must be well hidden. If the
drowning. These
statistics bowhunter gets proficient
The Clean Teens are opportunity to observe wildlife National Boat Show here..
also
show
that
%arty
87 per enough to bag a fox each time
at
Calloway
headquartered
of various species as well as to
Called "Wind-Track," the
cent of these deaths may have out, then he,is ready for deer.
County High and they're on the exercise their ability to deal computer-controlled
device
One of the favorites of the
been prevented by the use of
move. They are among the with the elements of nature.
will hold a vetoer within one
rifle
enthusiast can present a
personal
flotation
devices.
The
course
degree
of
a
prescribed
young people that care about
Gary Potts, president of the or desired wind bearing,
magnitude
of,, these un- challenge to the bowhunter.
our future environmental
necessary deaths
prompted This animal, the groundhog,
status; they're the represen- Clean Teens,says,"We just got according to the manufacturer,
can be a wary and competent
this new regulation.
tatives of millions of other started about a year ago, and Safe Flight Instrument Corp.,
of White Plains, N.Y.
Until now, only motorboats adversary for the bowhunter.
young people that would love to already we have 25 enthusiastic
Leonard M. Greene,
When
bowhunting
the
were required to carry Coast
have what's coming to them, members in our club. The idea president of Safe Flight; calls
of
a
Clean
Teen
club
began
Guard approved personal woodchuck it is best to scout an
their natural heritage. And
the
systerna
true
marriage
of
flotation devices for each area before you go in to hunt. By
pny'regoing to put up a fight in here in September of 1971, while space Age technology with
-we were -returning froth a nautical controls" and predicts 'Person on board. On 'April 17, looking over the area a
or
to be able to live in a
meetingofthe Tennessee Clean k
When this new regiilation comes two beftore-y-derlumt -yott-itreivlutionize sailing"
iiorld free `otpOlititionTeens, headed by J. Padgent for ocean-going vessels.
into effect, all boats-rowboats, complish three things: (1) you
-Waste.
•
Green lists these chief
canoe, and any watercraft., can -locate The dens of the
----Sponsored hy-Mrs,-Jane- Sisk,- Kelly.
features for his new device:
capable of use as tran- groundhog, (2) decide which
the Clean Teens have several
"We asked Mrs. Sisk why
—Automatic- Sea State
projects in store this year. One somebody didn't start a Clean Control: Witlout operator. sportation-will require such dens are being used by the
devices. Exceptions to this presence or absence of fresh
. iot to help nature conservation Teen club in Murray. This got adjustment, 'Wind-Track
regulation include water-toys diggings around the holes, and
by collecting large amounts of the'ball rolling and before long automatically senses the state
such as inflated tire tubes and (3) you can plan your stalks in
money to help preserve a few of we were the only chapter of the of the sea, rough or calm, and
boats engaged
special advance toe eliminate mistakes
compensates for sea conthe wonderful spots of natural Clean Teens in Kentucky.
ditions.This allows die highest
categories such as white-water- during the hunt.
beauty of our land. But not all of
degree of sensitivity to
Bowhunting for woodchucks
canoeing.
their adventures require work. "Most all our members range
changes, yet reduces the
may
not result in a lot of
anyone
at
age
15
to
17,
but
from
further
inIf
you
wish
enjoy
projects,
they
Between
amount of power drain and
formation concerning Boating shooting practice but the
themselves as all young people Calloway County High is required wheel movement in a
eligible to become a member". rough sea.
Safety; contact: BMC Douglas bowhunter can sharpen his
do.
Pearce, USCG Boating Safety stalking techniques down to a
Just this last week they took
Trim
— Automatic
The Calloway Clean Teens
time out from the drudgery of are the only chapter in Ken- Control: Regardless of what Detachment, PO. Box 1400 fine point,and get him ready for
combination of bait, is hoisted, Avondale, Paducah, Kentucky, deer.
t/AU,but a_desete or _so others , WindTrat will aaonfatically
Bowfishingfor roagtifish is a
exist with the country.
applythe_pectiese,_ Didder 10
this
ares
the
chapters
in
All
maintain the set course.
will get together this spring for
—Fingertip Control: A
a big time Clean Teen rally and -poftatle- cor7troller,, has a 'M
camp-out in Tennessee. This loot cable, so the pilot can
will give the members a chance move from the cockpit and still
to enjoy the company of other maintain complete -control
This past week crappie have young people their age, as well over all functions. The controller has three basic swit.improved on both Kentucky and as to enjoy the out-of-doors.
ches: 1. A five-position rotary
Barkley Lakes and black bass
selection of on-off,
The Clean Teens are a high switch forcourse, relative wind
have improved on Barkley.
compass
of
young
adults
spirited
group
Crappie are hitting from 12 to
bearing, power steering and
14 ft. on Kentucky Lake with that have a common goal and standby; 2. A push-pull switch
._minnows
for bait. Stumpy with the aide of other con- to engage OF disengage clutch;
for power
'- ledges are producing the best servation agencies, who knows, 3. A toggle s
due to their efforts, maybe their steering which also permits
▪catches.
to port or
• The lake is stable at 354.3 and grandchildren will be'able to dodging actionavoid
floating
starboard to
of
nature
as
the
wonders
enjoy
Owater temperature is 41
debris. When released from
enjoyed
them.
Maybe
we
have
Adegrees. Crappie Fing
the dodge position,-the preset
taken on Barkley in 4 to 12 ft. of we should listen and take notice, course
resumed
is
because we could learn a good- automatically.
_ water on minnows, and black
bass are picking up on Ken- lesson if we'd give the Clean
tucky Lake, too. Water tem- Teens a chance to show us their
Captain Moselle Phillips, Sergeant Max Morris, and Patrolman
Coyotes have been clocked
perature of Barkley holds at 44 point of view. It's time you and I
• running at more than 40 miles
Bill McDougal brought home these 38 crappie from Blood River.
degrees and the lake level is did something, the Clean Teens
an hour.
They made the haul last Tuesday.
have already begun.
ari)und 354.

'Clean Teens' Are Out
To Improve Environment

Boating

Flotation Devices
Required On All Boats

al4

—Fishing
Report
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1. Save your empty..22 shells.
A loop of leader wire in each,
HARD-FIGHTING CATFISH
plus lead filling, makes them
ESTEEMED BY MANY SPORTSMEN
neat, nonrusting sinkers in
FRANKFORT,Ky.—That bewhiskered rascal, the catfish, any
three sizes.
one of the many species that inhabit Kentucky's waters, is held in
2. If you want to get "faster" -disdain by some fishermen. But it also has legions of friends
with a shotgun practice picking whose finest days are when this bottom-feeding fellow is on the
a spot and throwing the gun to prowl for live bait cast his way by fishermen.
Indeed, there are a great many fishermen who pride themyour shoulder, keeping the sight
on the spot. The more you selves on their ability to catch the catfish and well they might.
practice, the closer the bead Though the species has a yen for hitting hard and almost hanging
itself by its exuberance, it takes skill and much knowledge of the
will be to the target.
3. Got a good catch but lake or river to be an adept catfish fisherman.
There are several species fairly common in Kentucky's plennothing to carry it in? Take the
spare out of your car and place tiful waters, but the one most sought after by sports fishermen is
the channel cat. Other species, such as the flathead, the blue and
the fish on layers of ice in the
tire well. The drain hole lets the bullhead families along with a few scattered white catfish in
western Kentucky, have their followers too.
water out.
The flathead and the blue, because of their size, are a couple of
4. An excellent, nonabrasive
lens cleaner for binoculars and prime objectives of the commercial fisherman, but they surely do
tois.
made from &,.....not frown on the channel catfish, either.
scopes orcha
The bullhead family was probably designed for the beginner
square
5. The correct way to wetitiki fisherman, and few are the boys who have not confounded their
normow isn't to pinch -a --parents with a string of these tag),but pestiferous fish after a day
split shot on the leader above it. at a nearby farm pond or on the creek. They are found in the
This kills the minnow's action. larger lakes, but are shunned by most fishermen because of their
small size. And they are probably the most adept dell catfish at
Instead, put the shot in the
minnow's mouth and seal it with ramming their "horns," or poison-tipped spines on the dorsal and
pectoral fins, into the hands of the ctacher. Other catfish have
the hook through its lips.
these weapons also, but their impending wounds are easier to
1. When you run your boat ward off than those of the small,squirming bullhead.
The channel, which is first choice of sports catfishermen, may
ashore after a day's fishing,
be found in most of the major lakes and all running waters of the
stop the motor by disconnecting
the fuel line and 1 letting the state. When booked, the channel cat gives with a battle that is
motor idle till the carburetor comparable to that of the fighting black bass, except that it does
runidry.This will eliminate the not clear the water's surface in its wild gyrations. However, it
chance that fuel may leak out can do in the water with equal skill the tricks for which the black
when you put the kicker in the bass is noted and the still fisherman or the bait caster will attest
to this.
car trunk.
The channel is not opposed to taking a casting lure. This is not
-2. Two -tips for keeping rod
ferrules from sticking: One, the accepted manner of fishing for them, but they frequently are
don't lubricate them, because caughtfeirly deep gieme.rs.
Perhaps the best bait, however, is the live minnow, usually a
oil and nose grease collects dust
and dirt. Keep both- females fairly large one, dropped in the right spot (this is important
dry and clean. Two,take the rod because the channel is not one for coming after bait). The conapart as soon as you quit ventional nightcrawler also will work wonders, and the channel is
fishing so the metal can't not averse to taking a hunk of cutbait either.
The best strings of this fish will be caught in the next couple of
oxidize and lock.
3. Fqr_cleaning hands after mohths from swift waters below locks and dams. Kentucky
dressing fish or game or fixing a Lake's tailwaters,in the Tennessee River, is a prime spot.(From
motor, use a brush such as these waters came the record-breaking bluecat, a monster that
surgeons use to scrub for an weighed exactly 100 pounds a few years ago.)
But the channel will also be found in the Cumberland River
operation. One side is a sponge
with detergent and the other below Wolf Creek Dam and in the tailwaters of just about -every
side
is nylon bristles for dam in Kentucky,including those in the small rivers.
The best time for harvesting the fish, however, is during its
scourilt nails and knuckles.
Surgical supply houses carry spawning period- which occurs in the major lakes just after the
white bass run, in May and June. A sandy bottom or the ripthem.
4. A piece of as inch plywood rapped slopes around a dam or near bridges are idearspots.
bolted to the cover of a They'll be found lolling around fallen treetops too, and also
styrofoam cooler box makes a beneath jutting rock formations. And they'll be caught mostly on
convenient cutting board for live minnows, worms or cutbait.
The channel catfish in Kentucky usually runs around two or
cleaning fish. Extra-large
washers of plywood
strips three pounds, but they do grow to 10 or 15 pounds, although that
should be used on the underside size is rare. It's a fine, fighting fish to catch and many are the
persons who think the meat of the channel catfish is beyond
of the cover.
anything else in the fish line.

6, Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 421171
Phone (5021 753-8073

RICKARD ORR
DIST. CO.
Bulk Distributor
- 1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray'. Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
tPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

Ti ANSPORTATION CENTER"
PHONE 113.1312
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fine way to keep the shooting
eye sharp and provides fast
action and loads of fun. These
fish can be taken from a boat or
by wading the shallows. Gar
can be taken at night from a
boat by setting a light in the
bow and waiting for the fish to
surface (dose to the boat.
Carp can be found in the
shallows all during the summer
but the peak of bowfishing
activity
starts around the
middle of April and lasts about
a month.
Carp start into the "spawn
run'-' when-heavy rains flood the
flats around creeks and in the
bays. The shooting is often
-where you find it because carp
seldom "roll" in the same area
more than 2 or 3 days at a time.
With this variety of fish and
animals to shoot during the
summer there is no reason for
the bowhunter to heeta -of shape
when deer season rolls around.

Rawl Ilighwii17— Murray, KentuCKY
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By Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-The
first
Kentucky
General
AsseMbly met in 1/92 in a log
structure on West Main Street
in Lexington. During the 14-day
session the commonwealth's
first revenue laws set a license
fee of three ponds to operate a
tavern and 10 pounds for a
permit to operate billiard
table's.
But, oh, the furor that must
have hovered over Main Street when coaches and chariots were
taxed at six shillings a wheel.
In comparison with decisions
confronting today's legislators,
the weighing of issues in that
young period of the Commonwealth might seem fun-

lots on Main Street between
cross street number three and
cross street number six were
required to pave in front of their
lots as far as the middle of said
street.
The following counties were
allowed additional -justices' of
the peace: Pulaski one, Casey
one, Christian two, Bath two,
Greenup two„-Clay.one, Wayne
tivo, clopkiris One, - Logan two,
Mason one, Adair one, Union
tWO,•Heriderion one and
Gallatin one.
Trustees were named at
newly established Gallatin
Academy at Port William and it
was further enacted that a
contract be made with-persons
to .dig a well an the public

FRANKFORT, Ky.Approximately 6,000 jobless
Kentuckians are now eligible
for additional unemployment
insurance payments, Garnett
Johnson, Acting Commissioner
of the Depart of Economic
Security, accounced this week.
"An additional 5,300 unemployed workers are expected to
qualify for extended payments
when their current claims are
exhausted between now and
April 1," the Commissioner
said.
The extended benefits, which
will mean approximately onequarter million dollars per
week for umemployed Kentuckians, were made possible
by Senate Bill 120, signed into
law by Governor Wendell Ford
February 28.
Claiments who no longer have

Presidential Primary Is
Object Of Rouse Measure

FILLING THE SK

Canadian geese hover ano ,n.heer over their temporary home
on a lake near Middletovirm-Del. Thousands rest on the lake during their migration
movements.

either install pump or affix a prior c uns expired on or -ater
bucket and chain.
January 2, 1972, are eligible for
The act of 1806 respecting the extended benefits.
establishment of ferries across
Unemployed workers who are
the _Ohio River was amended currently receiving unemallowing penalties for violators. ployment benefits; but are still
Guy Phelps, John M`Dowell, without employmetit when their
Joseph Hough, Joshua NOrvell benefits are exhausted also are
and James Burk were ap- eligible.
pointed commilisioners to build
The maximinn- amount tif
by subscrtion or with private --.additioiartenefits will be onefunds a bridge across Floyd's half the original entitlement.
By CLAIRE COX
Fork of Salt Riv.r.
Copley News Service
The weekly benefit will remain
The agent of the Penitentiary at its original figure.
NEW YORK - Twenty thouHouse was authorized to sell at
Commissioner Johnson
public auction all the windsor pointed out that an Extended sand nuns have left the convent
chairs, hoes, nails and cooper's Benefit Period becomes ef- to reenter the mainstream of
American life in the last three
ware that had been on had for fective when the rate of insured
more than two years.
unemployment reaches 4 years - and they are not being
One act revived and amended percent for the state or 4.5 replaced.
Why did they leave? Why has
the law establishing a turnpike percent for the nation for 13
the religious life lost its appeal
on the road leading from consecutive weeks.
for young women? And what is
Madison and Lincoln counties to
The national unemployment motivating those who have dethe Goose Creek Salt Works.
rate, which exceeds the 4.5 cided to remain in the service
The General Assembly percent, makes it possible for of the church?
decided that a dam built by claiments in Kentucky and all
An attempt has been made to
Martin Hawkins across the other states to have an Ex- answer these questions by a
eastern branch of the Kentucky tended Benefit Period until at nun, Sister Mary Brenda
-River at Fishtrap Island was least April 1, he said.
Brown, M.S.C., in The U.S.
injurious to navigation of the
Under the new legislation, Catholic, a publication of the
river and ordered Hawkins to enacted to comply with Federal Clarentian Order. Sister Brenremove the darn within nine Emproyment Security da, a member of the Marianate
months.
Amendments of 1970, costs of of Holy Cross who lives in a
Washington and Maysville in the additional benefi* will be convent in Trenton, N. J., has
Mason County were allowed to shared equally by the state and taught in parochial schools and
is now in adult education.
impose .a tax on real property federal governments.
with Which to procure fire
In publishing her discussion
engpies,and since Ploydl County
Claimants of extended of "Where Have All the Sisters
had not collected revenue tax in benefits must meet the same Gone?" the editors of The U.S
Catholic pointed out that the
1807, 1809 and 1811, an act was requirements as regular
passed to provide for this claimants. Claimants who were American Council of Bishops
collection within nine months. disqualified in connection with spent nearly $500,000 on a reCertain acts pertained to their regular claim must await cent study of priests, but "sisupkeep of the Turnpike and expiration
of
their ters, who have undergone equal
Wilderness Road and provided disqualification before they can changes, have been largely ignored."
penalties for anyone who ob- establish
eligibility for exIn setting the tone for her
structed said roads or tore down tended benefits.
_
rates
cif toll "recatired by raw to
Eligible uneniploYed
—wirkers -Ofte-ditin alialySts of the situabe kept up at the Turnpike may file claims for extended tion,Sister Brenda noted that
gate".
benefits on the same day of the the Seosnd Vatican Council
The book from which this week and at the same Kentucky held five years ago opened the
way for nuns to become more a
information was gleaned was Employment Service Office
the property of the late Mrs. where their original claim was part of society in outlook, activClayton Freeman Young Wells, filed. If filed in a different of- ity and attire.
Today's nun, unlike her prea native of WoodfordC,oiinty fice, claimants should advise
who worked in Frankfort many the office so their claim records decessor, is needed more in
areas that are new to her - the
years. It was donated by her to can be transferred.
ghetto, drug rehabilitation,
an antiques auction sponsored
teen-agers' clubs, adult educaby the Morgan County comtion, state hospitals and public
mittee to raise funds for the
HORSES ARE OUT
and private schools - and less
Crippled Children's fund drive
DALLAS (AP)- The Dallas in the cloistered life of contemin the 1950's. The purchases Police
Department has dropped plation and prayer.
paid 50 cents for, the book.
the idea of having mounted paHowever, Sister Brenda
rrolitten for the city parks Too said, where it was once more
expensive.
"meritorious" to be a sister
City Mgr. Scott McDonald than a housewife, today -this
said it would cost as much as attitude of superiority has been
WAX* a year to maintain a relinquished by sisters as well
Guests at the posh Fon- stable. "It's just not feasible" as by church theoloa " She
tainebleau Hotel in Miami are he said.
added,
promised a view of gardens and
swimming pool. They woke up
one day recently to discover a
model cemetery instead.
The American Monument
Association, holding its annual
convention, thought a display
of marble tombstones woldd
"create the right mood"for the
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Truman across the country
delegates. Many of the elderly
The railroad car which during his successful presiguests were not-thrilled.
whistle-stopped Harry S. dential ca_ropaisp of 48..sits
on a lonely siding near here
ONE HOUR SERVICE
motionless but not forgotten
The silver, blue and yellow
car, No. 902 of the Chesapeake
Si Ohio Railroad is destined to
become a ski lodge at a new $3
million residential recreating
center being built in suburban
* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday, march 6, 7,
North Hills.
The Truman car, and a similar one once used by Roger
Toey, former president of the
railroad, were purchased re
cently by Wildwood Center Inc
"We got a real bargain price
on them," said Ray Smith, a
and
vice president of the developing
company. "We got them for
* WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICES HERE! *
626,000 total. They say they cost
050,000 each when new."
Both can are in excellent
.condition and only a cleaning
jah ia needed to make them
'sparkle Thar-way they did when
trent:in barnstormed the country before defeating Thomas E
Dewey.
• From the observation deck
where • Truman addressed the
E t Side of Square
voters, one can now see only a
ONE HOUR SERVICE
brown and black landscape and

were constituents taking note of
every vote.
The years passed and the
problems that mustbe voted on
_increased_ .Some six months
after the first session another
was held and members favored
Frankfort as a permanent
capital.
By 1812 it had become
necessary
So
authorize
inhabitants of Bowling Green to
elect town trustees, to authorize
certain services of the militiasuch as a "waggon" or packhorse driver-to be considered
as a tour of duty,and authorize
advertisements
The
in
Louisville Correspondent and
Western Eagle atThe
Hopkinsville.
Acts passed at the first
session of the 21st General
Assembly held Monday, Dec, 7,
1812, were published Feb. 26,
1813, in a small book by
Gerard & Berry,Printers To the
State.
For those who might think the
life of a legislator is easy,
consider some of the work
faking these voices of the people
20 years after Kentucky became
a state.
Caledonia Academy was
established in Celdirell County.
Named as trustees were John
M. Walker, William Mitchuson,
Fidelio Sharp, Josiah Whitnell,
William Birdson, Richard Hays
and Samuel Smith.
Before an election precint
could be established in any
county or a precinct discontinued, notice had to be posted
at the courthouse or wherever
county court was being held at
least two counts in advance.
David C. Irvine was entitled
to two entries of 400 acres each
"in the now county of Bourbon"
as heir to his father Christopher
Irvine who was killed by the
Indians in General Logan's
campaign of 1786.
One of the acts passed during
that session was to amend the
law authorizing appropriation
of lands acquired by the Treaty
of Tellico and decreed that any
installment unpaid when due
would cause such land to revert
to the commonwealth.
Approved Jan. 4, 1813, was an
act authorizing James Kirkpatrick to erect buildings on his
ground on the public square in
Harrodsburg "agreeable to
terms of the original contract,
at the time of sale to Lapsly and
Trapnell."
Powers were .vested in
commissioners to superintend a
lottery, three years hence, for
..improvemeel of navigalion of
the Kentucky River. Commissioners were John W. Hunt,
Lewis Sanders, Abner Legrand,
Samuel Maccoun and James
Morrison.
In Louisville owners of city

SPECIAL

RELIGION: 1972

Why are so many nuns
leaving the church?

Hotel cemetery =Ms
fashionable pests

-Because of her dedication
and sacrifice, the Catholic kept
the nun at a reverential distance. This is no longer palatable in the light of Vatican H."
Vatican II also places new
emphasis on lay activities, a
development that has put sisters alongside laymen in all
kinds of work, from prayer
groups to community action.
Sisters are being given an opporturuty for self-expression
through added education and
they are becoming more vocal
on major concerns of the
church.

throes of an identity crisis.
Some sisters can no longer find
their identities in the new rules
and in their new lives in houses,
apartrnents and colleges rather
than convents. This leaves sisters to search within themselves for their personal reasons for being in the religious
Life, anti when they cannot find
an answer, they resign.
3. Today's religious life puts
a sister in a position where she
can act as an individual. This
may lead her to question her
dedication or find that the reform and renewal of the church
The prayer habits of nuns have eliminated her reason for
have also changed with their taking vows.
a-parture from a semiclois4. There is a communication
tered existence. New prayer gap in sisterhoods
in which
forms, even those of Eastern nuns have been
given a voice in
7ehgions, are being explored. the regulation
of their way of
While the vow of chastity re- life and yet
find difficulty in
mains unchanged, Sister Bren- communicating
their wishes to
da said, the vow of poverty has one another. Renewal
has widbeen modified and the vow of ened the gap, with institutional
obedience is no longer inter- reforms lagging
behind personpreted by the church and relig- al reform. Changing attitudes
ious alike as requiring "blind sometimes produce tensions
so
submission" to authority. severe that "escape" is
the onWhere there once was a "relig- ly solution.
ious way" of acting, speaking,
5. With democratization of
praying, eating, engaging in
recreation and dressing, that, the orders, decisions are made
too, has been modified. When a by majority vote. Members of
sister functions best in conven- the minority are often disaptiunai apparel,shrts allowed to pointed and-disgruntled enough
wear it. Even bathing suits are to leave.
6. In apostolic work, sisters
-not frowned upon
are now allowed to investigate
These and other changes in
new fields. If for some reason a
the lives of sisters and their
sister fails in her effort, she
own concepts of being nuns
may be justified in leaving.
have contributed. to considerHowever, most orders are
stile lay disillusionment with
working toward greater indithe church, Sister Brenda said,
vidual freedom.
acknowledging that some have
7. The question of celibacy
"despaired" at What seems a
has been figuring in deloss of holiness.
partures, with "most avantWithin the framework,Sister garde religious" no longer conBrenda asked, "Why are so sidering themselves married to
many nuns leaving?" Here are Christ.Some question why they
some of the reasons she gave: cannot marry. Being a nun is
I. Many nuns cannot accept no longer considered better
the rapid revolution of their than being married, althougb
lives into new forms. In some its value to the religious life recases they rebel; in others they mains unchanged
leave.
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late judges, from $26,000 to
$29,000. The tax on actions filed
in circuit court would go up
from $5 to $15 and the similar
court of appeals tax would go
from $25 to $35.
Some opposition arose to the
bill raising the court taxes on
the ground the increase was
"making courts less accessible
to poor people," Rep. Bobby
Richardson, 1)-Glasgow, declared.
HB403, raising the court
taxes, was passed 59-19, then
HB401, the pay raise measure,
was approved 69-10.
Other bills passed and sent on to the Senate include:
-HB207, Providing parole for
persons in jail on conviction of
a misdemeanor; passed 67-14.
-HB395, Making it unlawful
to threaten or attempt to intimidate a witness, jury, attorney or judge in connection with
;
87-0.
-H'B399, Requiring school
districts to publish teachers'
salaries each ,ear only as.
lump sum rather than the indV"
vidual salary of each teachery
passed 78-3.
-11E724, Raising the annuities slightly for retired
teachers; passed 92-0.
A measure passed and sent to
the governor was Senate Bill 92
to keep in effect the Fair Access to the Insurance Requirements (FAIR) plan to provide
property insurance for persons
in areas where they could not
get it otherwise. The present
plan would end Dec. 31, 1972,
without such a law.

House Majority Leader John
Swinford of Cynthiana - told
backers of the bill it would
have to be amended in the Senate so that Democratic delegates could meet requirements
set by that party's national
committee.
Those requirements include
representation for women and
minority groups and selection
from all districts of the state.
The House also passed, and
sent to the Senate, administration bills raising the salaries
of circuit and appellate judges
and raising court taxes to help
After English colonists from
finance those increases.
Virginia captured Nova Scotia
The annual salary of circuit from the French, King James I
judges would be raised from gave the territory to a Scots$19,900 to $23,500, that of appal- man, Sir William Alexander.

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS IN MARCH
IT'S TIME TO RENEW
YOUR DRIVERS LICENSE.

AR CH

CHECK YOUR AUTO INSPECTION
STICKER FOR RENEWAL MONTH.

SCOTT DRUG
Street
WILL 111ESUN
rikFistnif
E it DAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

2. The sisterhood, along with
the whole church, is in the

Harry Truman s Railroad Car
Destined To Become a Ski Lodge

DRY CLEANING

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky would become the
23rd state to have a presidential primary-beginning this
year-if a bill passed by the
House becomes law.
The bill, passed by the House
84-7, now goes to the Senate. A
similar bill passed by the
House in 1968 died in the Senate
Rules Committee.
House Bill 108 would have the
Kentucky ballot include all
names of presidential candidates who had run in two other
states or who were "Generally
advocated or recognized by the
s-news media" as candidates.
That would apply unless the
person involved notified the
secretary of state to withdraw
his name no later than 45 days
before the election.
The winner of each party's
ariattrittrtall of
tucky's delegates through at
least the first three ballots at
the national convention, unless
released earlier.

the ruins of a coal mine abandoned three years ago and des- lined or dernolitt2n.
The cars are carpeted wall to
wall inside and paneled with a
handsome red wood which still
retains its sheen.
Everything on the cars work.
says Smith. including the electric baseboard heating and air
conditioning, and the fully
equipped bathrooms and kitchens made of stainless steel In
two of the staterooms, the beds
fold into the wall to makg
roomy lounges
Eventually. Wildwood plans
to buy more railroad cars and
remake them into lounges and
-ski motet units and possibly run
excursions with them The Truman and Toey cars. Smith tad.
will not be changed because of
their historical'
The surrounding develop
meta,right next to scenic North
Park, is to have a ski slope.
skating and tobogganing trails.
112 town houses. numerous
apartments. and lounges
The racing of greyhounds after a mechanical hare started
in Britain in 1926
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Prescriptions can now be-filled -at the

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
in a mobile home in the
Uncle Jeffs location.
We extend our sincere Thanks to all the doctors

Of

Murray and Calloway County for their assistance in
replacing all prescription records which were lost in the
fire at Uncle Jeffs.

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
at the old Uncle Jeffs location
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moon since, strangely, the
United States did not make any
claims when we landed. We
may come to regret this ffiolLsh
mistake, especially if the Russians find a way to use the
moon for military purposes.
Already they have been using
their spaCe effort for military
ends. In a Jan. 27 report of the
U.S. Senate Space and Aeronautics Committee, it was revealed that since 1967 the Rusalibis have launched 18 spacecraft aimed at developing a
satellite destroyer system. The
committee's report, moreover,
states that the Russians have
blown up eight of these space
probes for the purpose of testingsuch a system, which is the
forerunner of
RR/WWI
nuclear deterrent in space
orbit. The United States has no
comparable system and has not
even begun work on one. "If the Soviet space capabilities grow sufficiently in relation to ...those of the United
States," observed the Senate
report, "there is the potential
risk that space will become an

active arena of conflict even if are engaged in space exploreweapons of mass destruction tion.,This confusion has grown
are not employed in violation of since the space effort first got
under way in earnest during
existing treaties."
The Soviets have never re- the administration of John F.
spected treaties. It is Kennedy. At that time it was
ludicrous for some space offi- pursued because of the Russian
cials and U.S. political leaders challenge. But successive adto be advocating a "joint U.S.- ministrations and NASA have
Soviet space effort" when it is promoted the fiction that our
dear that Moscow means to efforts were peaceful and for
use space for military pur- the benefit of all mankind.
' _
poses.
This kind of public mkt
Soon Congress and the Na- puffery is the principal reason
tional Aeronautics and Space why there is waning interest in
Administration (NASA) will the space program after Apollo
have to stop trying to sell the I landed on the moon. Even
American public on our space more confusing for many
program as solely a "peaceful" Americans is the fact that we
endeavor and tell them bhmtly did not, as has been the case in
that we are pursuing such a past exploration efforts, claim
program-for-our own national the moon for America. Again, it
security and for scientific was grandiose public relations
knowledge for America, not for puffery which pushed Amer"all mankind. If they. don't, it ica's interest to the backDr. Ivan Labachke, history professor at Murray State, Is the_
'ivitibe hard for Amerieins to ground.
author of a soon-to-be-published textbook on the history at
understand why we should
If NASA and the federal govBelorussia. The book will be released in June, and will be used as
spend billions on future space ernment expect support for the
efforts.
space program from Amer- a supplement to the Murray State class on Soviet Russia.
Currently there is consider- icans they will need to be more
able confusion in the minds of specific and
provide
....p
.
.
r
jasuenmany Americans as to why we pelling reasons.
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THE PHANTOM

ACROSS

BEATLE BAILEY

1
6
11
42
14

H16 FEET OFT-TtRED SHOPP1Ner
HE SAT DOWN IN
THE FURNITL1RE
DEPARTMENT

NANCY
-

IFSIIAlost.e..._,

I THINK I'LL
LOOK FOR
THE FIRST
ROBIN

THERE
HE IS
NOW"

•I., III

,fnif,11.

4IA•C -4

LIL' ABNER
NOBODY COULD
BAKE AN
APPLE PIE LIKE

Pastime
Struck
Chief _
Smaller
Negative
Train
15
17 Sun god
18 Three-toed
sloths
20 Retail _
establishment
21 Pronoun
22 Rodents
24 Garden tool
25 Cry
26 Thin slabs
28 Flight of
steps
30 Fooffike
Part
31 Sea eagle
32 Catkins
35 Rest
38 Poison
39 Definite
article
41 Petitions
42 Goal
43 Cook in oven
45 Posed for
portrait
46 Near
47 Gc.Itli.ie
antelope
49 Symbol for
tellurium
50 Stately dance
52 Close-fitting
packet
54 Rail b,rcis
55 Correre

2
3
4
5
6

Movies Rated
By Violence
To Animals

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

IS
9
10
II
13
16
19
21
23
25
27
29
32

OMUO MOMO UOM
ROOM 0000 MOM
mamma 20 0210
0030 MOMOO
MOOMOMMO OM
OGO 00=
Mal ROO MOO MO
OOM 002 00000
OM MMEMOMMO
00E100

Parent (colloq.)
Poem
Communists
Facts
Looks fixedly
amount
Number ,
Note of scale
Weirder
Falsifiers
Inclined
roadways
Cry of dove
Recompense
Atrocious
Part of play
Perverts
Supertathre
ending
Golf mound
At right angles
to keel of ship

mamma

agou
mum op mamma

or

OU0
DOOM
MOO OMMO 0000
Insect
Weasels
Vacation place
Occupying
chair
37 Chemical
compound
40 Cut of meat

33
34
35
36

43 Three toed
ostrich
44 Row
47 Mongrel
48 Bishopric
51 Negative
53 Symbol for
iron
•
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six per—cent per aumwn except
where a higher rate is agreed
to in writing. In such cases,
banks may charge interst rates
of up to seven per cent per annum except on single-family
dwellings where they are permitted to charge as much as
8.5 per cent on money loaned
-before July 1.

FRANKFORT; 10.—titi) —
Banks would be able to eharge
unlimited interest rates on nonhome loans of more than $25,000 under a bill passed Thursday by the Kentucky Senate.
The vote was 144 on the
measure which also would raise
the interest ceiling on loans for
single-family dwellings and
loans of $25,000 or less to 8.5
Per cent.
Present law allows banks to
charge interest of no more than

Professor Authors
Belorussia Textbook.
To Be Released In June

Crossword Puzzle

UGHt-a444V
YOU'RE MY MAR`l
ALL RIGHT!!

IftWAllovi
Banks Unlimited Intereit

Dr. Ivan Lubachko, history
western section of .the Soviet
professor at Murray State, has Unibn directly above the
-Widen a book on Belorussia Ukrane.
Soviet Socialist repdblic which
The history professor's boot
will be released in June of this will also be.
5,sed by Murray
year. The book is being State as a supplement to the
published by the University of class on Soviet Russia. This
class is taught by Dr. Lubachko
Kentucky Press.
Belorussia Under Soviet Rule also.
1917-1957 has been in the making
Dr. Lubachko is originally
for several years. by Dr. from Belorussia. He received a
physics and
Lubachke. He st4trted his degree in
research at the University of' mathematics in the Soviet
Indiana. The graduate school Union. He further continued his
offered a research grant and studies in the United States by
Murray completed the grant attending the University of
through the Committee on Indiana and
receiving a
Institutional Studies and masters degree in Russian
literature and a Ph. D. in
Research (CISR).
Dr. Lubachke's book is the history.
first contemporary study of -11
little knovm European nation
SKINS REPLACED
LONDON (APJ — British
which for centuries has served
as a pawn in pewee plays -by army - bandsmen. are to lose_
,pre_adatory neighbors. "I wrote their tiger and leopard skins —
my book on Belorussia because to support wildlife andrsave
it is a subject which I knew money. In the future, drummers in the army's 75 bands
much about. Beloruss is a will wear nylon fabricated copmember of the United Nations ies of the skin aprons.
and. one of the few of the 13
"If we go on using skirts for
republics of Russia which is," another 20 years there'll be no
Dr.
Lubachko
stated. tigers or leopards left," a miliBelorussia is located in the tary spokesman said.

BLON DIE

HOLLYWOOD (AP) — "The
Cowboys" is acceptable.
"Cliato's Land" is not. "Pocket
Money" makes the grade. "The
Culpepper Cattle Co." doesn't.
vas tnovie- liflft
isn't about sex or human mayhem—it's about violence to animals, which the American Humane Association says is on the
increase in movies.
"Things have gotten out of
hand, partly due to runaya
production overseas," said
old Melniker, director of AHA'e
Hollywood Off14.-All but one of
the films listed as objectionable
by the AHA were made in Mexico, Spain or Australia.
The association has served as
an industry watchdog since
cruelty to animals was banned
from the movies in 1940. The
AHA began publishing a list of
unacceptable movies in its
newsletter last year.
One industry spokesman said
he thought AHA approval no
longer carries the clout with
producers that it used to have.
He said the old production code
contained a clause prohibiting
mistreattgent of animals. No
such protection is guaranteed
by the new rating system of the
Motion Picture Association of
America:
The unacceptable rating for
"The Culpepper Cattle Co.,"
made in Mexico, was for tripping a horse at full gallop.
Paul Helmick, the producer
for 20th Century Fox,said,"We
are always careful of our treatment of horses. We left the
cameras running after the stunt
and Mr. Melnick or anyone else
can see that the horse got up
and walked away after the fall.
"We couldn't eliminate that
spill. It kills a one-legged cowboy the audience grows to love
and is-essential ta the
-The AHA listed these films as
objectionable:
"The Saga of Jeremiah
Jones," "The American Wilderness," and two Australian
films, "Walkabout" and "Outback," for killing animals on
camera; "The Culpepper Cattle
Co." "Chato's Land," "The
Hunting Party," and "Hardcase," a movie made for ABCTV, also for tripping horses.
"We think_ in terms of, first,
whal's good for the animal. If
it can't be done safely, forget
it," Melniker said.
The association also objects
to ABC's "American Sportsman," although the show has
had fewer hunting scenes in the
last year, and to the bullfights
shown on Spanish-language
television stations.
One recent movie approved
by the AHA was "Willard," a
film about a youth who uses
rats to kill people.
"We had a man on that show
and the rats were treated very
properly, Melniker said. "We
are as concerned about the welfare of a mouse or a rat as we
are about an elephant or a
horse."

After July 1, unless this bill
or another is passed, banks
would only be permitted to
charge seven per cent per annum on single-family home
loans.
The bill's chief sponsor, Sen.
William Logan, D-Madisonville,
said the bill would place Kentucky banks in a more competitive position for receiving
investment ftmclar when -Presi- •
dent Nixon removes the lid on
the economy and interest rates
climb.
Without it, Logan said, Kentucky would be at a disadvantage-In only-being-able44offer investors a seven-per cent
return when banks in other
states, which had no such restriction, were able to offer
more
He also said it would allow
state banks to compete on an
equal basis with national
banks, which now are able to
charge interest rates equal to
the maximum- rate icharged by
private lending institutions.
He said there were 80 !lobos'
banks in Kentucky and 256
state banks.
Opponents of the measure
said it was inflationary and
predicted spiraling interest
rates if it passed.
Sen. Nicholas Baker, D4.ouisville, labeled the bill' "The
bankers' home rule bill," and
Sen. Edwin Freeman, D-Harrosburg, called it "one of the
best fleecing jobs I've seen of
the people of Kentucky."
The senated defeated, by a
10-25 vote, an amendment by
Freeman that would keep interest rates where they are now,
but allow . rates provided for
home loans to cover loans for
duplex or four-unit houses as
Well.
It then defeated an amendMent by Baker to impose an 8.5
per cent ceiling on al loans regardless of their amount. The
vote was 9-16_ on the amendment, which Baker called a
compromise. The bill now goes
to the House.
The present law was hammered out hurridly during the
waning days of the 1970 legislative session after former Gov.
Louis B. Bunn vetoed an act
that would have placed no restrictions at all on bank loans.
Other bills passed and sent to
the House would:
—Establish a state building
code advisory committee in the
Department of Public Safety to
urge adoption of a natio ally
recognized codified code.
—Permit counties contuining
cities of the first or second
class to establish a turnpike authority which could issue revenue bonds to construct express
highways.

CMqaTeRay
UNTIED- NATIONS, N.Y.
t
— China says it will pay
most of its $7.1 million assessment for the 1972 U.N. budget
but won't pay for items it considers "hostile to the Chinese
people" or in violation of the
U.N. Charter.
The latter category includes
the U.N. Commission .for the
Reunification of Korea and the
old debt for peacekeeping operations in the Congo and the
Middle East. China follows the
Soviet example IQ this. France
also refuses to pay for the Congo operation.
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1:00 Sonny-Cher
10:00 News
10:30 Mason

_11_49 Movie

WPSD

WSDC

ICFVS

CH. 29
WDXR

,

-

_10.39 Movie

I.N

PERSONALI
to Hawaii, 1
Williamsburg
plus others
brochure froi
Rt. 4, Hopkins,
42240.
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We Fix Sur
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7:00 Today
6.00 Sunrise
6:30 McCoys
9:00 Psychiatrist
t:00 Dinah
6:30 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
/:00 Bolo
9:30 Concent,
700 News
9:45 Movie
830 Romper
10:00 Sale Cen.
.8:00 Kangaroo
11:35 The Answer
900 Lucy
10:30 Sq
9:00
Lucy
11:50 Sewing
911:330,0014moillbvilloieasme,
11:00 Jeopardy
.9:30 My 3 Sons
12:00 Gourmet
11:30 Who-where
10:00 Fam. Affair 12:30 3 on a Match
10:30 That Girl
11.55 News
10:30
Love-Life
1:00
News
11:00 Bewitched
12:00 Child-Me
11:00 Where Heart 1:0 3 Movie Game
11:30 Flipper
Too
11:25
News
1:30 Movie
12:00 My Children
12:30 News
11:30 Search
3:00 Monsters
1230 Make-Deal
12.15 Pastor Speaks 1:00
12:00 Farm
Pic- 3:30 Fury
'
Newlyweds
12:05 News
1:00 Our Lives
I:00, Bolo
1:10 Dating
17:30 World Turns
5•00 Superman2:00 Gen. How
1:30 Doctors
1:00 Love
Many'
200 Another World 2:30 One
5:30 McHales
Life
1:30 Guiding Light
2:30Bright promise 3:00
5:57 News
Password
2:00 Secret Storm
300 Somerset
6:00 Country Place
3:30 Love Am.
2:30 Edge
Night
3:30 Calendar
1:00 Jeannie
6•30
Theatre-29
3:00 Gomer
Pyle
•
3:35 Popeye
5:30 The saint .
I:30 Green AcreS
3:30 Virginian
4:00 Gilligan
5:00 News
9:30 Crest,.
Peat.
5:00 Hazel
4:30 Dan Boone
6:30 Circus
10:00 News
S:30 News
5:30 News
7:00 Special
10:30
Theatre
6:00 News
,
6:00 Nevis
8:00 Movie
6:30 Green Acres 9.30 Am,Sprtsme 6:30 Dr. Locke 700
Special
7:00 Laugh In
00:00 Chaparral
800 LUCY
i
8:00 Movies
11:00 News
830 Doris Day
10:00 News
11:30 Cavett
9:00
1
Sonny-Cher
10:30 Tonight
1
10.00 News
0

_

GE SEV1

II

NEW YORK — "Many have
regarded it as a race to the
moon," „observed former
iAstpnaut John Glenn of the
AzrArican space effort, "anab'.
are saying now,'We've won, so
let's quit.' But it's deeper than
that. Its very basic research is
helping to solve our problems
here on earth."
It was ten years ago on Feb.
20, 1962, that John Glenn was
the first American to orbit the
earth. In April and December
of this year, the United States
will launch its final two moon
missions.
And while former Astronaut
Glenn ts correct when he talks
about space technology helping
to solve down-to-earth probTerris, he-Is-nevertheless fostering the belief that our space effort is for peaceful purposes
only. We may have beaten the
Soviets to the moon, but the
race in space with the Russians
is far from over.
Apollo 16 and 17 this year will
be the final moon landings,
leaving the Russians to further
explore and possibly claim the
Pt ANL tts
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Efficient
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALF REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

* FOR SALE

*_
Hwy. 121, New Concord, near Ky. Lake
3 BEDROOM HOME AND GARAGE On
1-1/3-acre lot. Wall-to-wall carpet, storm windows
and doors. Price reduced for quick sale-s11,500.
Herschel Grace Rt. 2,, Gfeenbrier, Tenn.
Phone U3-0254

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
finance two-thirds at $135.00
month.Call 753-6202 or 753TFC
3648.
FIVE INSIDE doors; one
Commode and two lavatories. See
at the Ledger & Times office, 103
TFNC
North 4th Street.

LEAVING STATE must sell 1971
_ . 1rx68',
mobile _ home ,
Mediterranean style, completely
furnished, two bedrooms, fully
deep
carpeted. Extras jike
freeze- padded bar with sink and
concrete steps. Just like now.
Only used three months. Phone
753-4090 after 5:30 p.m.
University Heights Trager_,
M6C
Court.

Old Barns Are
Almost Obsolete
Old-style barns and other
farm structures are becoming
of
obsolete,
because
revolutionary changes in farming. Livestock often are
confined all year round, and
mechiniiiitiOn arid the need for
environmental rontrol have
created a demand for greater
structural efficiency and
unobstructed enclosures.
--Engineered 'timber
tures, using lumber trusses and
components with vertical
timbers or poles, can meet
tact,
needs. In
those

'Selling
' Renting'
Leasing_
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Realty & Auction Co.
1111 Sycamore
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Ford Signs Law
For Unemployed

ANOTHER VIEW
BY JOHN STEES

Ledger & Times

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

.28
XR

C"... _L.

12' V BOTTOM aluminum boat
female
new $175.00. Phone 7534782. TF FULL BLOODED
German Shepherd puppies, 8
weeks old, dewormed..See he, nice
STORY BRICK Veneer on
AUTOS FOR SALE ENNIS SS & XB .Restaurant
igiilcVecks, sold at coat, $10. Ii Meior phone7SX-7133afier1:
Elm Street. Basement, four
• M6C
bedrooms, dining room, kitchen, 1965 MERCEDES BENZ 190 per case(100 books). Sold in case p.m.
Pi baths, large Iliting room with series. Excellent condition. Can ,lots only. Ledger & Times Office
fireplace. Phone 753-8556. M4C be seen at 910 North 18th Streeter. giupply,$3North 4th Street. TF FIVE 14x6 styled steel wheels,
- 1116C NC •
phone 753-6842.
original equipment on Torino GT
.
..•.
liver
.; • s at a . oh I . .1S II, gilk:__,
M4P combining safety, durability
one
wagon,
STATION
753-6387.
ORD
i,
batho;r1956
1%
,
im
i'bone
r
*
i
.
-..
-_
e-sr
= Pi
and economy, are in growing '
Be healthy, wealthy and
t
e
e
e
x
mileage,
coworleirti,onlowamil
extras.e
and
.room
carpeted living
evidence around the country.
er-Wislee
nSlend
Kitche
Phone
the
.. 12'x72' MOBILE HOME furseparate dining room.
Today's sophisticated farm .
a
Have
M7C
nished. Three, bedrooms; all structures require dependable
with all built ins, family room, 753-3222a1ter 6:00.p.m.
G
or
Here
7534953
room.
living
shower.
up
saso,
electric, n.step
library and laundry with
Lumber, of course. It must be
M9C
TRIANGLE INN Phone 492-8816.
Phone 753-7295 after 4:00p.m. M4-1968 CHEVY II 6 cylinder. New
strong, stress-rated, properly
Phone
tires.
condition.
Excellent
, C
•
all-purpose
seasoned and
753-3265 or 753-6760 nights. M6P
MYNAH BIRD with cage. Phone graded. And . actording to _
MAGNOLIA MOBILE home, 75341042.
Southern Forest Products.
FOR SALE
1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop, 13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
Association, scnitheriv
Cantebury
Brick house in
all power and air, white with Estates. Central heat and air, all NEW FIRST class Red Top Hay. lumber fills the bill.
F.-. Estates, 4 bedroom, 2 car
black vinyl roof, black interior. electrierheattape, underpenned. Phone Max B. Hurt, Kirksey, 489Among the many advantages
a •.
garage with a automatic
Reason for selling, going Two bedrooms, large bath, 2405.
ntlifiti1111111111111MUnisiM
of southern pine are structural
111111411111111111111m11111111011111011001110011111111111111111111100110000011110111111101111inlin0011111100110111li
door, built in appliances,
washer and dryer included, fully
overseas. Phone 753-7828
integrity, in bold designs with
carpet throughout, central
carpeted, new drapes, recently
M8C
&
homes
MOBILE
WILL deliver. maximum clear spans; high
PERSONALLY conducted tours INSURANCE:
FIREWOOD,
In accordance with Kentucky
beat '& air, well landpainted. Many other extras. You
to Hawaii, Mexico, California. Motor Boats, Home Owners. Low Statutes, Sections 25.195 and scaped. Call..Days 753M6P fastening strength for snug
Phone 436-2263.
Drive by
joints and overall safety;
1962 CORVAIR, runs good,looks must seeto appreciate.
Williamsburg, Va., Washington rates, broad coverage, excellent 25.200: Notice is hereby given 5315, Nights 753-3954.
for apuniform size, due to grading
fair. Two new M &S tires,$100.00. and look, then call
plus others. Write for 1972 claim service Galloway In- that a report of final settlement of
mobile
TWO
12'x55'
BEDROOM
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
See at 1630 West Main,No. •
home, fully carpeted, completely rules requiring proper drying
brochure from Pennyrile Tours, surance and Realty Agency., accounts was on February 28,
March 6C
M4P 762-2851(work).
Rt. 4, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Murray, K Phone 753furnished with Bassett furniture. and pre-shrinking; and all1972filed by Frank Towery, Adm. BY OWNER; 1623 Loch Lomond .10.
MIONC
42240.
M11( 58-12
of the Estate of Hiram Towery, Drive. Forget the car pool, buy
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic Mediterranean style. Extra large purpose grading, which permits
the use of standard framing
Sr. Dec'd and that the same has your family a house with four 196.3 FALCON, four speed, good paths too, removed with Blue hot water heater. Complete
for trussed rafters
M
grades
767-2032.
Phone
condition.
concrete
and
with
one
block
Only
underpenning
been approved by the Calloway large bedrooms.
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
Central HIGHLANDER Center,
M4C steps. Excellent condition. Phone without special grading.
County Court and ordered filed to from Robertson School, on bus
Belaire Shopping Center.
Another obvious advantage is
M6P
Central Shopping Center,
753-7140.
lie over for exceptions. Any route to Middle School and two 1967 . DODGE CORONET 500,
ease of treatment. Southern
US641 North, Murray, Ky., 42071.
person desiring to file any ex- blocks from new High School. factory air and power steering. TWO COMBINES; one 640 Ford,
For information LARGE FRIGIDAIRE frost free pine is preferred where
ception thereto will do so _on or Phone 753-6557 for appointment Phone 753-6051.
"The CLEAN Place"
Oliver.
preservative treatment- is
317C
further
details.
and
be
or
1972
27,
before March
phime -Bob- Fervor 75311080-or Wright freezer
_
_
'I* years old
Our Driers have special circttitstwhich'
tedikmt
Frigidaire refrigerator, required because of depth and
m4<tive
forever barred. Witness my hand
1968 CHEVELLE,327 automatic; Slenoy Barrow,7534568.
...give you aBill 10-minute cycle.
condition. One 4800 and uniformity of penetration. Ax!
this n day of February, 1972.
new tires. Phone 753,4599 after
▪ - keeps whites from yellowing.
-SERVICES
OFFERED
one
4000
wattWeertc heaters. matter -Of-feet,. the speëtei
_
_
_
.Min Harris
:00-p.m.
keeps coWrii bright,
▪
.„
M6P accounts for the major portion
753-7140..
Th
Phone
PLATE
CHILD'S
Clerk
Court
County
I
work.
REPAIR
fluffy.
keeps towels"
TRACTOR
of the nation's poles. years)
12
(under
Ky.
County,
Calloway
Electra
give you a full 10-minute cycle.
Experienced mechanic on duty. BY OWNER; 1966 Buick
One farm builder after.
good
sTeve,
C
or
USED
ELECTRIC
vegetables
2
Meat
and
1TNC We make field service calls day 225 with power and Sir Judith Ainley,D.C.
Open 8:00-10:00 daily.
another has praised the
See
1635
at
$20.00.
condition,
oi
Here
french
fries...$.49
ion.
co
Excellent
753dituning.
Always attended-ask,attendant about
753-9679-or
or night. Phone
cLutilitles arid ease of use of
Farmer Ave.,or_phone 753Marchl7C Phone 753-1618 afterl:00 pi. M' Go 753 49S3
our quantity discount washer
9157.
t
FOR RENT
southern pine lumber hi a
976C
6678._
tickets.
TRIANGLE'
variety of agricoltural- apWILL DO baby-sitting in my
CLEAN UP or body shop at
inFor further
plications.
plus
753RUG,
COLONIAL
Phone
anytime.
home
73,000
SKYLARK,
1970
BUICK
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sef- WANTED-SOMEONE to cut Midway. Phone 753-8426 or 753,
contact
Southern
formation,
M4C
oak
ones.
Antique
thme
smaller
7829.
wiles, two door, black vinyl top.
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. down and remove dead tree from 5311.
M13C
Forest Products Association,
TESTED and approved by buffet with tear drop
$7,700.00.
air.
and
steering
Power
FarSanders, phone 382-2468,
vacant lot. Very old and dry. Will
M6C millions of homemakers. Blue Clothes, girl's size 3, boyThze 4 P.O. Box. 52468, New Orleans.
TFC make great firewood. Phone 753- TWO BEDROOM furnished SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back Phone 753-4113.
mington,Kentucky.
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops. and 5. Large selection ceramic La. 70152.
M6P trailer,-atr conditioned, one mile hoe work, Phone Rex Camp, 7537820 after 5:00 p.m.
Regley Drug Store, Central tile; lo regular cost. Stroller and
new.
like
Spider,
Dinner
TFC
850
Steak
1969 FIAT
Prime sirloin
from Murray. $85.00 per month, 5933.
M4C high chair. Phone 753-8382. M6C
Center.
Shopping
with baked ptitato or french
low mileage, one owner. Radio,
water furnished. Phone Cadiz
fries, tossed salad with
choice of dressing, 3 onion
M13C I WILL keep children in my heater and four, speed on the FORD-F
522-6332.
----"1971-15' WINNER BOAT with 80
gliractor, plow
ERG
rings, our rolls $1.49..Each
--••
- M6C'Tiolif.'Reasonable": Phone 753a753338131.
Ibme.-PM-Wed 7$341153
M7C and grader--blade. 1969 GMC H.P. MerFury meter, lull top and
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five room
pickup, fulls Power with air: side cUrtains.Phone 753arid hulk central beat and
•INN
FOR ALLIyour home additions
M6C
M6C 4647.
Phone 474-2378.
carpet throughout, extra large alterations remodeling, etc
FRANKFORT, Ky. -Gov.
1953 WILLIS Jeep. Phone Lee
BULL DURHAM Dining room on A delightful, whimsical
master bedroom, range. Days Free Estimates.Phone 753Bushhog, 14' ARKANSA TRAVELER boat Wendell Ford has signed into
Ford
7'
CORN,
M7P
EAR
435-4525.
Redden,
Kentucky Lake, open daily, reflection of the people, phone 753-3648 or 753.6202 after 6123.
TFC
120 which will
Ford picker. Good condition. and trailer, 10 H.P. Evinrude law Senate Bill
TFC
March 3rd, 2:00.p.m.-9:30,
5:06p.m.
jobless Ken6000
allow
about
and
5:30
Phone
after
problems
motor.
753-1556
politics,
4921965 FORD,Four Door Sedan. Air Two years old.Phone
Sunday 11:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.Four
tuckians to become eligible for
M6C
p.m.
M4C
and
Television
RADIO,
M6C
the
8591.
on
Landing.
FOR
steering,
promises
power
Paris
of
Conditioning,
West
miles
FURNISHED. APARTMENTS
additional unemployment inwith living room, kitchen and electrical appliance repair, also straight shift and very good
national and
payments.
surance
RCA
Console
Needs
color
21"
TV.
phone
condition. Only „$500.00. Phone
Joatizraom with shower and bath. plumbing maintenance
International scene.
The additional or extended
When the weather outside
beautiful
new
tube,
picture
27NC
March
We Fix Sunday Dinner only
753-6091.
M7C
753-8809.
One or two bedrooms. See at
is frightful, our home-made
cabinet, 8 years old. t25.00 buys benefits apply to those
one day a week, so we give
No message ...
Zimmerman Apartments, South
cream
still
is
4.e
delightful.
it. See at 511 South 11th Street or claimants who no longer have
Go.
or
Here
it all o e've got!
16th Street. Phone 753-6609. M8C FURNITURE REFINISHING,
HELP WANTED
5.20 & 5.30, Qt. 8.79. 'r Gal.
No ax to grind ...
phone 753-7820 after 5:00 p.m. M& current rights to benefits and
7534953.
all work guaranteed, Free pick
whose prior claims expired on
$1.49
Just a one-minute
THREE ROOM furnished up and delivery. Free estimate REGISTERED NURSE, per753_4953 TRIANGLE INN
or after Jan. 2.
basement apartment, with Antique or natural finish. Jerry manent position,excellent salary
chuckle every day in
The maximum amount of
CHAROIAAS BULL, 10 months
private bath and private en- McCoy,753-3045.
March16C and fringe benefits. If interested
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tan!
additional benefits will be onePhone
M6P
old,
$250.00.
motor435-5442.
of
SELECTION
GOOD
trance. $65.00 per month, all
installation. Phone 753-7850. TF(
contact B.F. Craig, Personnel
half that of the original enbyele helmets. Murray Home &
utilities -furnished. Located 411
Department, P.O. Box 329, Auto Store, Central Shopping LOWRANCE FISH LO-K-TOR, titlement with the weekly
Starting March 6, 1972 South 8th Street. Phone 753Mayfield, Kentucky or phone 247- Center.
PAINT CONTRACTING
M6C $129.95. Murray Home & Auto benefit rate reainining at its
M4C
8294.
Interior
730 for appointment. An equal
or
Exterior
irrieroi. figure._
Store,CentralShopping Cen- _
NOME!
part-uffity empoyer, General
Quality workmanship
Payment of additional
M6C
ter.
THREE BEDROOM house, one
M8C TWO REFRIGERATED meat
Tire &Rubber Company.
Free estimate
is tied to the state or
Western Kentucky Stages,
benefits
MURRAY HOME & Auto Store mile from Murray. Phone 436counters, one electric slicer, two
Inc., Murray, Kentucky, has
Call 753-3484
national insured unemployment
tires.
used
tractor
AND
NEW
applied to the Department of
sets
two
counters,
how carries True Test Car 2456. '
meat table-top
M6C
.!
rate.
NEED 2 or 3 Waitresses for Day
Motor Transportation for a
Batteries. 753-2571, Chestnut St.,
of scales. Several other small Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
chartered rate increase of 5
person
the national insured
in
Because
Apply
shift.
and
night
Co.
Tractor
Vinson
service.
M6C ALL ELECTRIC two bedroom BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Murray, Ky.
Items must be sold in the
cents per bus mile on a 37.
unemployment rate is greater
only to Saucy Bar-B-Q and items.
1TC
Phone
753-4892.
passenger bus, a 15.00 inand
dirt
fill
gravel,
Lonnie
bank
Phone
also
days.
trailer, air conditioned, private.
than 4.5 per cent nad has
crease on overnight charges,
1409 Main. M6C next few
M6P
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or Pancake House,
Shroat, 753-1931.
and a maximum of 4 percent
!peated in Stella. Phone 489remained at that level more
disc,
wheel
7C
Apr.
10'
p.m.
CHALMER
ALLIS
6:00
increase in express charges,
after
354-8161
M6C
2595.
than 13 consecutive weeks,
to become effective April IS,
If
You
752
good
Phone
condition.
GOOD POSITION for ex1972. Protests to the proposed
persons covered under the
23"
TELEVISION,
COLOR
M7C
8690.
perienced T.V. Technic,ian. Apply
increase may be -made with
I0'x50' TWO BEDROOM furunemployingnt_ insurance law
screen. Color by RCA. $200.00.
CARD OF THANES
the Department of Motor
in
80
Sound,
and
person.
Sight
nished trailer, air conditioned,
can be eligible For additional
Transportation, Frankfort,
M7C
Phone 436-5690.
Phon*.North Main, Benton, Kentucky.
Kentucky, in the manner
furnished.
heat.
Water
electric
bOhefits.
sincere
our
We wish toexpress
provided by Me rules and
M6C
M6C thanks and appreciation to our Phone 527-9900.
Phone 489-2513.
Under the new state
regulations of the DepartTWO BEDROOM Duke mobile
ment. All protests must state
costs of the benefits
legislation,
clean),
(extra
10'x50'
home,
nessri
friendh-foe-thekind
ntany
the grounds of,- or- reasons •
IN MEMORY
Before 5:00 p.m.
jointly by the
shared
be
will
electric
March
with
before
if
bought
$1500.00
house
therefor.
illness
FIVE ROOM
extended to us during the
or
state and federal governenents.
heat, bath, hot and cold water, and death of our loved one,
13. Phone 753-5503 or 436-2448
• Acting Economic ,Security
Memory of Cecil Carl after 4:00p.m.
M8C
place for washer and dryer. Also Glinnie Stockdale. A special In
Commissioner W. Garnett
who left us four years
Warren
of
.22
tobacco,
dark
34
of
1
acre
and
food
flowers,
the
for
thanks
has
Store
LYNNVILLE SHOE
that
explained
Johnson
Between 6:00 p.m. burley, Pt acres of beans, for cards. A very special thanks to ago, March 10.
BEAUTICIAN'S SHAMPOO
done it again. We are overFrankfort-The annual Clailliants ,yf extended benefits
you,
miss
both
we
Darling
how
dresserette
4
born.
Phone
also
with
chair,
and
Donald
rent
bowl
the nurses and Dr.
stocked. All ladies winter boots
7:00 p.m. In The after 5:00 p.m.
leadership conference of the must
the 'same
meet
M7C Hughes of the Murray Hospital but God saw fit to take you to live and swivel chair. Phone 753going at cost and under. We are
Distributive Education Clubs of requirements as were apwith
the Angels.
Evening
M8C
Division
4664.
the
to
convalescent
and
receiving daily our spring
America I DECA 1, will be held plicable to their regular claims.
gain, we
If you know your route
Also to Bro. A. H. McLeod and Our loss is heaven's
shipment of lady's; children's
LOST & FOUND
Louisville, March 9-11.
in
son
often,
Any unemployed worker
grave
your
boy's number, please call
visit
ELECTRIC
GENERAL
Bro. Clovis Kemp for their
and men's shoes. These are all in
There are approximately 4000 whose claim was .filed on or
father television, good condition, large
your
Sadly
by
missed
him first. If you get no
South
the
to
comforting
words,
famous name brands so we can't
,female
LOST: BLACK curley'
DECA members in13 chapters after Jan. 3 and who has no •
results then call John
Mdier and mother Bill and
screen, black and white. See 0.T.
mention the name because of our
collie wearing tiholte chain with Pleasant Choir and to the
1TP Paschall or phone 753-2941. M4P in high schools throughout the current benefit'entitlement may
Maybelle.
Pasco , Jr at the above
low discount prices. I would like
Michigan 1971 license tag. Lost Funeral Home.
Collegiate file a (Aim for extended
Junior
state.
number during the hours
for all our friends to visit us
are located at benefits, according to Johnson.
Tuesday
around noon. Answers to May God bless each of you
Chapters
listed
standard
smITii CORONA
Clarence Stockdale and
before you buy shoes. Lynnville
name of Rip, expecting puppies.
Hopkinsville and Elizabethtown
typewriter, 225.00. Also day bed,
1TP
Shoe Stdre,,open 6 days a week
M7C Family.
Phone 753-2527.
Community Colleges and a
SWINGING ROAD SIGN
M4C
436-2149.
Phone
220.00.
8:30-6:00,Sunday 1:00-5:00. 249C
Collegiate Chapter at'Murray
STANLEY COMMON. EnWANT TO BUY
gland f•API - Local courts/41,
State University.
LOST MALE Beagle dog, black
EOR SALE OR TRADE
SP:CIAl. SALE AKC registered
Marketing officials found ourwliii-mafiy
and
Steel Erection:
Saks
9
and
7
and
puppies.
white spotted with black and
Toy Poodle
WANT TO BUY February 2
• Bar joists, decking,
Executives International will motorists were losing their way
Derbyshire
weeks old, $45.00 to $50.00. Also
copies of the Ledger & Times. gray face. Lost in vicinity of Five FOR SALE OR TRADE grocery
structural, etc.
Creative en route td this
co-sponsor
the
one beautiful Tiny Toy Peke-Atown Children were using a "
Call 750508-George Ban- Please bring to office of Ledger & Points, Kirksey and Almo. Doing good business, reason for
the
at
Project
Marketing
signpost as a swing and had it
Poo for $65.00. Phone 753-4469
Times, 103 North 4th Street. No Reward. If found phone 753-1738 selling,retiring. Phone 753darts c
.
conference.
M4C
pointing in the wrong direction
or
TF'NC
6:00p.m.
753-4572.
after
"
M9.P
please.
phone calls
March 15NC
753-1415-Jackie Jones
760.

Buying

said, Kent a dis-
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DECA To Hold
Leadership
Conference
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Kentucky Roundup
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP i—Mike Bassett, an $18,000-a-year
unemployed sales executive, thinks big.
So when he couldn't find work, he advertised his plight on a
billboard. He had already tried agencies in severol cities, but hat
no luck.
After his message went up on a local highway here, saying
"Help! Mike Bassett Needs a Job," the phone rang with job offers
for three days.
The 34-year-old Lexingtonian said he is considering six jobs-out
of 70 calls with leads on jobs from as far away as Minot,S.D.
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Rev. Dickerson hg
Expires Friday
At The Hospital Advance

To Re

(Continued from Page 1)
Rev. W.W. Dickerson of Almo super sophomores Glen Jackson while holding the Reba to just
19-19 for a c000l
Route One passed away Friday and Ray Lane.
Murray went with a rim and Murray committed 24 fouls in
at 7:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He gun attack in the first quarter the game compared to 23 for
that saw the Tigers-pull dawn 16 South Marshall. The Rebels hit
was 84 years of age.
rebounds while the Rebels of 30-41 from the line to stay in the
had
a
man
been
The-Calloway
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AM—U.S. District Judge Charles Allen
South Marshall managed just game.
withheld a decision Friday on whether to impose a permanent ipatient at the hospital for one six.
Cothran hit 12-14 free throws
week, but he suffered from a
restraining order on Murray State University officials from
South Marshall star
hit only 3-16 from the field
and
condition:-He-ent
eeed
heart
the
suspending four black students accused of disrupting an alunua
guard Sherniiii- Cothran,
to lead South Marshall with •18 ministry
had
age
and
at
of
the
26
luncheon last fall.
suffering from an eye in- ' points. Irenson chipped in with
The court imposed a temporary restraining order against served as pastor of several
jury he received Thursday
16 while Slack and Smith hit for
churches
Jackson
in
the
Puruniversity • officials last week.
night was quite a bit below
15 and 11 respectively. Smith
The four students were suspended from the university last chase area. He was a member
par. Bat the eye apparently
grabbed eight rebounds to lead
of the Scotts Grove Baptist
month following an appeals hearing by the Board of Regents. The
wasn't the cause.
the Rebels in that department.
students are: James Mapp,Chattanooga, Tenn ; Michael Lowery Church.
A tough Tiger defense
Tyrone McCuiston turned in
Dickerson
Rev.
was
in
bore
and
Ulysses
and James Van Leer, both of Madisonville;
Parker,
.
November -107 -in Weaver combined with the outstanding his linest...effort of the season
- - - - -Louisville.
rebounding of the Alctiiiiton and scored
21 points for the
Judge Allen said Friday it would be at least a week before he County, Ky., and was the son of brothers propelled
Murray to a Tigers. McCuiston was a
the
late
Wayne Wyatt Dickerson
issues a written decision in the case.
29-17 lead midway through the madman
and Marian Woodson Dickeron the boards as the
second frame. Then, suddenly, high-leading
son.
sophomore
HUNTINGTON, W. Va.(AP)—A hearing on a petition seeking
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.. fouls began to take toll on the grabbed 19 rebounds. Brother
revocation of the DilieVallet Bus Co.'s permit was recessed
-- -Porter alsO,turned in a- stellar Fatale Dowdy Dickerson at - Tigers... ._.
Friday after two days of action.
Porter McCuiston, Dean
Alin° Route One; one son,
game as he grabbed 15 Caroms
The Publicrfservice Commission hearing is on a petition by
Willis and reserve Thurman
and fired in 19 points.
cal* County Pros. Atty.-Robert 0. Ellis to revoke the firm's Wilburn .Dickerson, four
Foster all picked up three
Glen Jackson played on of the
perinit on grotinds of inadequateatervice before the company was grandchildren, Wilburn
fouls and the Rebels took
Dickerson, Jr., Carl Dickerson,
stroligestagames that any Tiger
_thelialest advantage.South_ _ 1ff4unied=hvilti
flseaeottillwPSC Chairman Elizabeth Hallanan said the hearing would be—r-pnynu—cekvesok-and Susan
Marshall used four free
Dickerson,
rugged sophomore grabbed
and
one
great
resumed at a later date in Charleston.
throws
and two field goals
nine rebounds and scored 19
The firm serves some 10,000 passengers in the tri-state area of grandchild, Joe Edward
to cut the lead down to four
Dickerson, all of Mayfield
important points in his first
Kentucky, West Virginia, and Ohio.
points.
,
Route Two.
, varsity-start of the season.
The
Tigers
were unable to Jackson was unstoppable from
Funeral
services
will
be held
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)—A black lung crusader told some 200
regain their earlier mome.ntum the floor and
several of his
persons attending a health conference here Friday that "if it Sunday at two p.m. at the and
the half ended with Murray rebounds found a teammate for
chapel
,of
the
Max
Churchill
costs industry too much money to correct health hazards, they
Funeral Home with Rev. Leon in front 33-30. In the first 16 a fast break bucket for the
won't do it."
minutes of action, Murray fired Tigers.
Dr.I.E. Buff,a cardiologist from Chraleston, W. Va.,said "you Penick officiating.
in 16-33 from the floor while the
Burial
Dean Willis shot only once
will
be
Murray
in
the
mustforce industry,kick them in the teeth, to get anything done"
Rebels tilt jusit_7-21.-The-Tigers from the field and hit that
-CiTy remetery
atto correct health hazards.
pulled down 23 first half tempt to finish the night
with
Buff was one of three speakers who addressed the Working arranagements by the Max
rebounds
while South Marshall two points, which is no inConference on. Health in the Work Place, sponsored by the United Churchill Funeral Home where
'could grab just 13. Porter dication of the game he played.
Steel Workers of America, Local 1865 of the Ashland area labor friends may call.
McCuiston pulled off 10 Willis was one of the key
council and six other organizations.
rebounds in the half to lead the reasons for the 3-16 peraluminum,
Buff said steel workers,
and chemical workers may
board department for Murray. formance of the Rebels leading
HEAD IN THE CLOUDS—James Wells goes up to collect two of his 28 points against Benton
all suffer from black lung disease, along with coal miners.
last
Tyrone McCuiston came scorer Sherman Cothran. The night. Greg Howard and Jerry Duncan
backed Wells up in the scoring department with 19 and 18
through with 11 points in the other reason was a fine
points.
Calloway
knocked
Benton
out of the running, and moved toward a final game with Murray
effort by
half, most ,of them coming on little senior guard
Thurman High tonight with a 84-72 win over the Indians in the semi-finals of the Fourth District Tournament.
well timed tip-ins. Sophomore Foster. Though
scoring just
Staff Photo by David Hill
"Hang Ups That Hinder" will Glen Jackson responded well to
WASHINGTON (AP)—The FBI is looking for one key witness, be the subject of the sermon for the call and chipped in with 10. four points, Foster turned in a
and there are more to be neard in the Senate Judiciary Committee Rev. Jerrell White at the 10:50 For the -Rebels, the usual hot- fine game before fouling out
investigation of the nomination of Richard G. Kleindienst as U.S. a.m, service on Sunday, March handed Cothran led the scoring late in the final eight minutes.
Continued from Page I)
Speedy sophomore guard Ray.
Attorney General Object of the committee's interest is the 5, at the Memorial Baptist with 11. Cothran hit just one of
(Continued from Page lj
editor off for a twelve-month
the
Lane turned out four points in
allegation that Kleindienst played a role linking settlement of a Church.
w
e city o Lexington pay for moving municipally11 attempts from the floor while his first start of the
subscription.
season
a
in
federal antitrust suit against International Telephone and
has been sued," Wood said
Special Music - will be Sinking 9-11 charity tosses.
owned utility facilities when
good performance. Adam
Telegraph with a ITT contribution to the upcoming Republican presented
-Murray-ivies holding a 35following --the
that is made necessary by the
AU
grass
flesh
time
is
and
in
Another
environmental
Laffang,
seeing
measOnly
brier
National Convention. Kleindiest denies it.
children's sermon.
38 lead in the opening
action, scored two points and the wife is gathered unto the ure, HB 239, was decisively de- relocating of a highway, passed
minute of the third stanza
The topic.fOr--0.1e service at
soil.
feated on a 13-65 count. It 89-0.
,grabbed.seven rebounds_ ,
WASHINaT4(AP)—The Environmental Protection Agency seven p.m. by Rea. White will
when one of the turning
—HB219, allowing second
would have allowed the new
South
18
10
20-48
20
hints slowing down environment pollution may slow down the be "Room AL,the. Cross".
points of the game cane
The minister getteth his bit State Department of Environ- class, as well as first class,
Miirray
19
14
16
22-71
economy, by boosting consumer prices as industrypasses the cost Special music will also
about. Porter McCuiston
be
South(68)—Cothran 18, and the undertaker gathers in mental Protection to designate cities to establish community
of making it cleaner along to the purchaser.
presented at this service.
picked up his fourth foul at
"critical areas" in Kentucky in improvement districts, passed
Henson
16, Slack 15, Smith 11, many clams.
In its annual report to Congress on clean air costs, the EPA said
Sunday School will•be held at
the 7:14 mark and headed to
which it would be able to con- 83-4.
Lovett
Mitchell
6
and
2.
private investment to control air pollution must total $42 billion 9:40 a,in. with the
the bench where he
lesson to be
Senate Bill 18, providing comThe
editor
printeth
a
death
trol
development.
Murray(71)—T._ McCuiston
over the next five years—four times last year's estimate
on -Watch Therefore" from
remained until midway
,The major argument used puter services for the blind.
21, P. kretuistort18, Jactsori 19, notice,two columns-of obituary,
Luke 21. Church Training will
through the final quarter.
Willis 2, Lane 4, Foster 4, three lodge notices, a cubit of against HB 239 was that it was passed 90-0 and sent to the
MANCHESTER, N.H. AP)—President Nixon's Republican be held at six
After the departure of the Lanning 2, Luther, Landon and poetry, and a card of thanks. could restrict landowners, espe- governor. It would enable blind
p.m. with the topic
forces are plumping their man for Tuesday's first presidential for study
being "The Possibility senior McCuiston, the Rebels Bramley.
And he forgetteth to read proof cially farmers, in their use of persons to dictate letters or the
primary. On the more congested Democratic circuit, Sen. George of Revival".
began to come to life and a 20
like over the telephone and
'
on the head and the darned their own property.
McGovern claims he has a chance to score an upset victory, or at
The Week of Prayer for Home footer by Slack tied the game at
thing cometh out,**Gene to Her
Other bills passed aM sentin Then have the copy typewritten
least run a very, very close race against apparent leader Sen. Missions
will be observed at the 37 apiece only a minute after the
or put into braille and mailed
Last Roasting Place."
the Senate included:
Edmund Muslue.
church during the coming week. Tigers' quicksilver forward left
—LIB 445, giving an urban to him.
Meetings will be- held at ten the action, Slack hit on a drive
The House also passed, 82-1,
And all that are .akin to the 'county government the same
a.m. on Monday,Tuesday,and and Cothran_addeda free_Urow
deceased Itunnth on the ilditor_rpowers as the county and city a resolution calling for an interwas exceeding great jumps. or eitliernv
Thursday, at seven p.m. on to give the Rebels their first
-dved" before they im commfttee-to study the posAnd they pulleth out theli ads 'merged to form the new gov- sibility of amending the state
Wednesday,and at 9:30 a.m. on, lead of the night, 40-37;
A two car collision was in- and canceleth their sub- ernment, passed 87-0.
Friday followed by a potluck
Murray rode the
constitution through three sepaoutside
vestigated by the Murray Police scriptioimld they swingeth
luncheon.
shooting strength of Glen
—HB 506, making the office rate amendments drawn up by
Department on Friday at 12:05 the hammer ven unto the third of sheriff rather than the sher- the legislature.
Jahkson and the agressive
The interim minister, Rev.
rebounding of Tyrone Mc- p.m. on South 8th Street. No and fourth generations.
iff himself responsible for damUnder the resolution sponWayne E. Todd of Nashville,
Cuiston to regain the lead,49-48, injuries were listed on the
age actions brought against his sored by Rep. Fred Morgan, DTenn., will be speaking at both
ONE CITED
'at the end of the third st stnaza. report.
deputies, passed 87-29.
Paducah,one amendmenVogid
The eleventh anniversary of the 10:45 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Involved were a 1966 a One person was cited for
Jackson hit a free throw
—HI3 34, allowing a county deal with the judiciary, one
First
worship
the
services
at
the present church sanctuary of
disregarding
a
stop sign and judge to establish a curfew in with the executive branch and
Chevrolet two door driven by
for Murray but two 25
the First United Methodist Baptist Church on Sunday,
Ray H. Havens of InThomas Owen Brown of reckless driving on Friday by unincorporated areas of his the third with the legislature.
footers by Cothran and a
March 5.
Church will be observed on
former
dianapolis
and
Owensboro, and a 1970 Dodge the Murray Police Department. county, passed 83-4.
layin by Slack moved the
The present constitution allows
At the morning service the missionary to the Republic of
Sunday, March 5. Rev. Fred
two door Charger owned by
Rebels
tea
56-50
lead.
—HB 504, establishing fines only to propose constitutional
Then,
Morton, Methodist minister on adult choir will sing the anthem, the Congo (Zaire) will be the
Betty Frank Vaughn and driven
enter Porter McCuiston.
of $10 to $50 for the first offense amendments to be submitted to
LOVE RANKS HIGH
the United Campus Ministry "Praise Be to Thee" by guest preacher at the 10:45
by Carol Vaughn of Clay.
Porter hit from under the
and 250 to $100 for subsequent the voters in any one biennium,
NEW
Robertson,
Palestrina.
Jr.,
Gus
YORK
1411141kstaff of Murray State UniverMore
a.m. worship service on Sunday basket and brother
Police said the Brown car was :Shan a half billion Valcaine's
offenses in cases of motor ve- thus Morgan's proposal would
Tyrone
sity, will preach at both this-84-45 will sing a solo.
at the First Christian Church tipped in a loose ball and
pulling
out
of
a
parking
place
within
Day cards were bought this hicles which violate air pollu- take at least three years.
The adult and youth choirs (Disciples of Christ).
and 10:50 a.m. services.
seconds the margin was cut to and collided with the Vaughn year, says Irving Cohen, a lead- tion control regulations, passed
will sing the hymn, "Standing
Rev. Morton has chosen for
The church minister, Rev. just_one bucket. Then with
PREMIER FIDEL
3:40 car going wouth on South 6th ing distributor. He says the 80-2.
On the Promises", at the David Roos, will introduce Mr.
his sermon topic, "Deadly
Street between Main and Poplar "love generation" has been a
—HB 498, providing for the
Fidel Castro became premier
evening service. Also W.R. Havens and James H. Boone left in the game came one of the
Riches and Lively Values", and
big influence on sales.
turning points for the Tigers. Streets.
state Highway Department to
of Cuba on Feb 16, 1959
will use as the scripture lesson, Howard, minister of m music, will serve as worship leader.
After
making
the
first
will be Soloist for the hymn,
Mark 10:17-22.
Candle lighters will be Jean
free throw of a bonus
Dr. Joe Prince will sing an "kIstis, Lover of My Soul". The Cole and Terri McCord. Elders
situation, Porter Mcnote
public
to
urged
the
is
original solo cantata, 'The
will be Dr-. James C. Hart and
Cuiston's second shot
change in time for the evening
Raising of Lazarus" by
Lyle Underwood. Deacons
bounced off the side of the,
Professor Paul W. Shahan, at service.
serving will be Lenvel Yates, rim. But Tyrone went
both the morning services. At
Leonard Elzie, teacher in the James Clopton, HerbedEarris, shooting into the air and
the 10:50 service, Prof. Shahan Department of Economics at John Mark Hale, Robert
tipped the ball back in to
will direct the Chancel Choir in Murray State University, will Hopkins, Clyde Jones, Benny
give the Tigers a 57-56 lead.
his original composition, "Sing, be the special guest for the Maddix, and Dr. William F.
Just 25 seconds later Porter
Rejoice Unto The Lord", which Youth Prayer meeting on Smith, Jr. Greeters will be Mr.
hit tat more free thr00%
was the special a anthem he Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Clem Moore and Mr.
and the lead jumped If)
wrote for the formal opening of
three.
Rev. Paul Dailey will be and Mrs. Frank Wainscott.
the new church on March 5,
Mr. Havens will show colored
With 3:01 left to pl::a , the
speaking
regular
church
at
the
1961.
slides on the Republic of the
Bishop Marvin A. Franklin prayer services at 7:30 p.m. Congo and the work of the second turning point for the
presided and delivered the Wednesday in the t- main church at six p.m. on Sunday. Tigers occurred. Dean Willis
went high off the floor and
sermon at the 1961 service. auditorium of the church. He
has been the Wednesday
blocked a shot of Sherman
Assisting
were ., District
Cothran's. In desperation,
Superintendent of the Paris evening speaker for the church
now
for
several
months.
Cothran tried to get the ball
District, Rev. Paul T. Lyles,
back but instead he picked up
and the church pastor, Rev.
Ins fifth foul of the game by
Walter E. Mischke.
whacking Porter McCuiston.
Members of the building
Bobby Witherington will be The cool headed McCuiston
committee were H.T. Waldrop,
speaking at the 10:50 a.m. and calmly hit both gratis tosses.chairman, Mrs. G.B. Scott, Sr.,
(Continueo from Page 1)
thesis p.m. worship service on and Murray moved to a ;0.56
Nat Ryan Hughes, A.W. SimJohanna comisak, a senior Sunday at the West Murray lead.
mons,Sr., Mrs. A.F. Doran, and
The largest Tiger lead of the
Luther Robertson, Ex-Officio. from -Paducah; Lawrence Church of Christ. Bible study'•
half
came when Porter fired in
awl!l
be
at
ten
held
a.m.
Anderson,
a
junior
from
Rev. Morrison C Galloway,
At the Wednesday evening a 15 font juniper from (hit right
Murray; Mrs. Lochie Hart of
associate minister, will be in
Bible Study at seven p.m. Tripp side to increase the scori,
of
ofber
charge of both services. The Murray, a former mi
Drake will be the speaker. Doug 62. The Tigers' winning marg(nard
church minister, fir. Samuel R. the Murray State
. If you,would like to add color to your advertisment in the Ledge! & Times,
Dodson; Jr., and his wife will be regents:. Dc.. Ray. Mofield, Driver. was the speaker last was whittled to three phiots as
Slack
scored
Wednesda„y
night.
cheilItilrelf) of the department of
from
•
Other
uridi.t
the
in Athen, Giree. this Sunday
.0 •
please check with our Advertising Department Phone 7534916
bucket at the final buzici
shd will attend worship services communications; and Toni speakers for. the month of
Murray-bad one of t /I hest
senior
from March will be Jae-Henderson on
at St. Andrews American O'Dell, a
nights of the season Or ii the
15,
March
Weldon
.
Thomas
on
Hodgenville,
currently
student
Church where Dr. Dodson
floor. Coach Toon's Olarges
served ai minister from 1965148. ropresentative on the board of Match 22,and James Thompson
on March
Owed in 27-55 for a hot oo mark
regents.
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